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LOT #

Auction Policies1

A Lord of the Rings Galadriel, Dark Queen 1/6 scale statue as
produced by WETA Workshop. Statue comes in original mailer box
and is Limited Edition #236 of 600. Box appears to be sealed and
has remained unopened. Mailer box is in overall nice condition,
however the box has portions of storage and shipping wear. As this
item is sealed, pre-production prototype photos from Weta
Workshop's website are included, so bear in mind that visual
discrepancies may apply. Please see photos for conditions and
details

LOTR Galadriel Dark Queen 1/6 Statue WETA Workshop2

Artgerm Collectibles Virgin Edition signed by Stanley Artgerm Lau.
CGC Signature Series graded comic.

Detective Comics #1000 CGC SS 9.8/Artgerm Variant3

23 comics. Includes all 10 parts with the variant covers pictured (no
dupes). Generations is a limited ten-issue anthology that written
and drawn by different creative teams and featured a different
team-up of a classic Marvel superhero with their Modern Age
counterpart. Comics appear in overall in the NM condition range.

Generations (Marvel Comics) Set w/Variants4

Vintage lot of Star Wars vehicles. The X-Wing has working light
and sound with moderate to heavy playwear including broken
sideguns that have been taped. The landspeeder is in nice shape
with light wear. The wings on the Tie Fighter have been glued and
wear is apparent. The sound and light does not work on the
tie-fighter. Battery compartments are clean.

Star Wars Vintage Tie Fighter/X-Wing/Landspeeder5

Convention Edition foil cover signed by Stanley Artgerm Lau. CGC
Signature Series graded comic.

Catwoman #9 CGC SS 9.8/Artgerm Convention Variant6

Complete 162 card set with 5 hologram chase cards as well as a
bonus Spider-Man vs. Venom hologram chase card from Series.
Cards appear in overall NM/MT condition.

Marvel Universe Series 1 Card Set + Holograms6a

A limited edition Ronan The Accuser statue as produced by
IceBreaker Designs. Statue comes in original box and is marked as
#132 of 150 made. Statue appears in excellent condition with

Ronan The Accuser-Marvel IceBreaker Design Statue7

LOT #
minor to no signs of display wear. Statue comes in original mailer
box. Please see photos for conditions and details.

47 Dawn and Dawn related comics and trade paperbacks from
various series. Include 9 signed comics. Some of the signed
comics come with certificates of authenticity and some do not.
Back to the Past believes these autographs to be genuine. Comics
appear overall to be in the VF to NM range. Most appear NM.

Dawn + Related Comic Lot w/Linsner Signed7a

A The Hobbit: An Unexpected Journey Gandalf the Grey statue as
produced by WETA Collectibles. Statue comes in original mailer
box and is marked #234 of 1000 made. Box appears to be sealed
and has remained unopened. Mailer box is in overall nice condition,
however the box has portions of storage and shipping wear. As this
item is sealed, pre-production prototype photos from Weta
Workshop's website are included, so bear in mind that visual
discrepancies may apply. Please see photos for conditions and
details

LOTR The Hobbit Gandalf the Grey Statue WETA8

Wedding of Gambit and Rogue. UnknownComicBooks.com
exclusive variant virgin cover C. Signed by Adi Granov. CGC
graded Signature Series comic.

X-Men: Gold #30 CGC SS 9.8 Adi Granov Signed9

Near run. This series lasted 50 issues. This lot consists of the first
42 issues. All are B covers. #23 is the highly sought after Joshua
Middleton cover. Comics appear in overall in the NM condition
range.

Batgirl (2016/Rebirth) #1-4210

An assortment of modern Pokemon TCG related items, containing:
7lbs+ of holographic and reverse-holo Pokemon, Trainer, and
Energy cards, Pokemon Online code cards, various tins and card
holders, battle damage tokens, and other Pokemon related
accessories. Conditions vary. You get all pictured. See pictures for
further condition details.

Modern Pokemon TCG Card & Accessory Variety Lot11

R. Crumb's Little Big Ass "Mr. Natural" mini-statue as produced by
Bowen Designs and sculpted by Randy Bowen. Statue comes in
original box and is marked as #0008 of 2000 made. Statue appears

Mr. Natural - Little Big Ass Bowen Mini Statue11a

We are always buying and looking for high quality consignments! Call 313-533-3130 with your collection.
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LOT #
in excellent condition with minor to no signs of display wear. Please
see photos for conditions and details.

Wedding of Gambit and Rogue. UnknownComicBooks.com
exclusive variant virgin cover B. CGC graded comic.

X-Men: Gold #30 CGC 9.8 Adi Granov Virgin Variant12

A Variant Edition 2011 Goliath statue as produced by Bowen
Designs and sculpted by artist Jason Smith. Statue comes in
original box and is marked as #308 of 500 made. Box was opened
for inspection and carefully repacked. Box is in great condition with
minor signs of storage wear. Please see photos for conditions and
details.

Goliath - Variant Editon Marvel Bowen Statue13

A Goliath from Gargoyles statue as produced by Bowen Designs.
Statue comes in original box and is marked as #83 of 750 made.
Box was opened for inspection and carefully repacked. Please see
photos for conditions and details

Goliath From Gargoyles Bowen Statue #83/75014

Stanley Artgerm Lau variant cover. Includes a CGC 9.8 plus a CGC
9.4. CGC graded comics.

Supergirl #13 CGC 9.8 + More Artgerm Variant Cover15

14 comics. Includes The Sith War #1-6, Dark Lords of the Sith #1-6
and the Freedon Nadd Uprising. Star Wars Tales of the Jedi - the
Sith War #6 is the 1st appearance of Mandalore the Ultimate.
Comics appear in overall in the NM condition range.

Star Wars Tales of the Jedi Comics Sets16

1980s ceramic bank, picture frame and Ewok mug. Bank measures
10 inches tall. Frame measures about 10" x 7. The mug is 4 inches
tall. Nice shape with little wear.

Star Wars Vintage Bank/Mug/Picture Frame Sigma17

Stanley Artgerm Lau variant cover. CGC graded comic.
Supergirl #23 CGC 9.8 DC Boutique Foil Edition18

A Lord of the Rings Minas Morgul statue as produced by WETA
Workshop. Statue comes in original mailer box and is Limited
Edition #459 of 762. Box appears to be sealed and has remained
unopened. Mailer box is in overall nice condition, however the box
has portions of storage and shipping wear. As this item is sealed,
pre-production prototype photos from Weta Workshop's website are
included, so bear in mind that visual discrepancies may apply.
Please see photos for conditions and details

LOTR Minas Morgul Statue WETA Workshop19

A Legendary Scale Aragorn Bust statue as produced by Sideshow
Collectibles. Statue comes in original box and is marked as #95 of
500 made. Box was opened for inspection and carefully repacked.
Box is in good condition with signs of storage wear including
masking tape on the top flap and blunted corners. Please see
photos for conditions and details.

Aragorn  - Lord Of The Rings Sideshow Bust Statue20

LOT #

Series premiere of Supergirl's 1st solo title. CGC graded comic.
Supergirl #1 (1972) CGC 9.021

A vintage 1994 Golden polyresin G.I. Joe statue #50871 produced
by Hasbro and sculpted by Randy Bowen. Item is limited edition
and is marked #30 of 100. Measures roughly 13" tall. Statue comes
with white packaging and is in overall great condition with minor
wear. See pictures for further condition details.

GI Joe 1994 Gold Resin Statue Bowen Hasbro21a

These sketchbooks are a compilation of Artgerm's best original
artworks done with ink and markers. These appear in overall in the
NM condition range.

Superbelle Sketchbook #1-4/Artgerm22

PTW531 Portal Publications rolled poster. 24" x 36". Copyright date
1977. Poster appears in excellent condition.

Star Wars New Hope Style C Portal Movie Poster23

Stanley Artgerm Lau signed Gold DC Boutique Edition variant foil
cover. CGC Signature Series graded comic.

Catwoman #1 CGC SS 9.8 DC Boutique Artgerm Signed24

A Lord of the Rings The Witch-King & Frodo at Weathertop statue
as produced by WETA Workshop. Statue comes in original mailer
box and is Limited Edition #451 of 700. Box appears to be sealed
and has remained unopened. Mailer box is in overall nice condition,
however the box has portions of storage and shipping wear. As this
item is sealed, pre-production prototype photos from Weta
Workshop's website are included, so bear in mind that visual
discrepancies may apply. Please see photos for conditions and
details

LOTR The Witch King/Frodo Weathertop Statue WETA25

A Limited Edition Fine Art Statue Thanos as produced by the
Kotobukiya Collection. Statue comes in original box and is marked
as #461 of 2100 made. Box was opened for inspection and
carefully repacked. Box is in good condition with signs of storage
wear. Please see photos for conditions and details.

Thanos - Marvel Kotobukiya Collection Statue26

Scalefish Comics Virgin Edition variant signed by writer Tom King.
CGC Signature Series graded comic.

Batman #50 CGC SS 9.8 Virgin Variant Signed27

21 comics. 3 complete 6-part limited series. House of X #1-6,
Powers of X #1-6 and Inhumans Vs. X-Men #0-6. Includes the
variant covers and printings as pictured. Comics appear in overall
in the NM condition range.

X-Men Related Limited Series Sets w/Variants28

5 record albums. Includes Ewoks Original Soundtrack (sealed, but
cover is notched), Original Soundtrack double LP, Music Inspired
by Star Wars and Other Galactic Funk (MECO), The Story of Star
Wars,  and Rebel Mission to Ord Mantell . All except for the Ewoks

Star Wars Vintage Record Album Lot29

We are always buying and looking for high quality consignments! Call 313-533-3130 with your collection.
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LOT #
soundtracks have been opened, but appear complete with liner
notes and/or booklets as applicable. The records and album covers
appear to be in overall nice shape with some varied wear.

Amazing Spider-Man: Renew Your Vows #1 Stanley Artgerm Lau
signed Legacy Edition variant cover. CGC Signature Series graded
comic.

Amazing Spider-Man RYV#1 CGC SS 9.8 Legacy Signed30

A limited edition Decapitator statue produced by Randy Bowen
Designs in 1998. Numbered #896. Piece measures roughly 11 1/2"
tall. Overall, this statue is in great condition but does show light
signs of display wear. The box is in great shape with light storage
wear. See pictures for further condition details.

Decapitator - Statue Randy Bowen Designs31

A Silver Version Moon Knight statue as produced by Bowen
Designs and sculpted by the Kucharek Brothers. Statue comes in
original box and is marked as #145 of 2000 made. Box was opened
for inspection and carefully repacked. Box is in great condition with
minor signs of storage wear. Please see photos for conditions and
details.

Moon Knight - Silver Version Marvel Statue32

Amazing Spider-Man: Renew Your Vows #1 Stanley Artgerm Lau
signed Legacy Black and White Edition variant cover. CGC
Signature Series graded comic.

Amazing Spider-Man RYV#1 CGC SS 9.8 B&W Signed33

60 comics and a lenticular promo. This includes full sets of Secret
Empire #1-10 with a couple of different #0 issues as well as Brave
New World #1-5 and one-shots with many variants. Includes a full
set of the Secret Empire Action Figure variants as well as the
FCBD issue and lenticular promo card. You get all pictured.
Comics appear in overall in the NM condition range.

Secret Empire (Marvel) Set + Variants + Limited34

Lot includes the 1989 AT-AT commemorative edition model (unbuilt
and new in box), 1990 Speeder Bike (partial build and paint),
C-3PO Structors Action Walker figure (unbuilt), (2) Craft Master
cardboard frame tray puzzles and a sealed box 70 piece Death Star
scene puzzle from Craft Master. Overall condition appears nice
with some varied wear as pictured.

Star Wars Vintage Model/Puzzle Lot35

Amazing Spider-Man: Renew Your Vows #1 Stanley Artgerm Lau
signed Legacy Sketch Edition variant cover. CGC Signature Series
graded comic.

Amazing Spider-Man RYV#1 CGC SS 9.8 Sketch Signed36

A 1997 cold cast porcelain model kit statue produced by Bowen
Designs. Statue is 10" tall and is numbered #734/1000. Includes
the short story of, "The Legend of Jimmy Legs". Overall, the statue
is in great visual condition with light signs of display wear. The box
does exhibit moderate wear. See pictures for further condition

Startling Horror The Jimmy Legs Statue Bowen37

LOT #
details.

A Lord of the Rings The Hobbit - Mirkwood Elf Warrior 1/6 scale
statue as produced by WETA Workshop. Statue comes in original
mailer box and is Limited Edition #274 of 750. Box appears to be
sealed and has remained unopened. Mailer box is in overall nice
condition, however the box has portions of storage and shipping
wear. As this item is sealed, pre-production prototype photos from
Weta Workshop's website are included, so bear in mind that visual
discrepancies may apply. Please see photos for conditions and
details

LOTR Hobbit - Mirkwood Elf Warrior 1/6 Statue WETA38

Amazing Spider-Man: Renew Your Vows #1 J. Scott Campbell
signed JScottCampbell.com Edition variant cover. CGC Signature
Series graded comic.

Amazing Spider-Man RYV#1 CGC SS 9.8 JSC Signed39

29 comics. Includes all 17 issues in the 2015 series with Hip Hop
and Action Figure variant covers for #1, the J. Scott Campbell
variant cover for #6, Spider-Woman Origin #1-5 and
Spider-Women Alpha and Omega #1s (both A and B covers).
Comics appear in overall in the NM condition range.

Spider-Woman #1-17 + Spider-Women + Origin40

Lot includes Slave I (missing carbonite), ISP-6, MLC-3, ATL
Interceptor, Speeder Bike, Endor Range Mini-Rig and Tri-Pod
Laser Cannon (missing power unit and power hose). Overall
condition appears good with some varied playwear as pictured.

Star Wars Vintage Vehicle Lot - Slave I + More41

Amazing Spider-Man: Renew Your Vows #1 J. Scott Campbell
signed JScottCampbell.com Sketch Edition variant cover. CGC
Signature Series graded comic.

Amazing Spider-Man RYV#1 CGC SS 9.8 Sketch Signed42

A Lord of the Rings The Hobbit - Unexpected Journey Yazneg
statue as produced by WETA Workshop. Statue comes in original
mailer box and is Limited Edition #0816 of 1000. Box appears to be
sealed and has remained unopened. Mailer box is in overall nice
condition, however the box has portions of storage and shipping
wear. As this item is sealed, pre-production prototype photos from
Weta Workshop's website are included, so bear in mind that visual
discrepancies may apply. Please see photos for conditions and
details

LOTR Hobbit Unexpected Journey Yazneg Statue WETA43

A Legendary Scale Uruk-Hau Bust statue as produced by
Sideshow Collectibles. Statue comes in original box and is marked
as #59 of 350 made. Box was opened for inspection and carefully
repacked. Box is in great condition with minor signs of storage
wear. Please see photos for conditions and details.

Uruk-Hau - Lord Of The Rings Sideshow Bust Statue44

We are always buying and looking for high quality consignments! Call 313-533-3130 with your collection.
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LOT #

Red Sonja: Birth of the She-Devil #1 Shannon Maer virgin cover.
Comic Mint exclusive variant. CGC graded comic.

Red Sonja: BOTSD #1 CGC 9.8 Variant Cover N45

31 comics featuring Supergirl Specials, Promos, One-Shots and
cover appearances on various DC titles. Includes variants as
pictured. Comics appear in overall in the NM condition range.

Supergirl Specials/One-Shots/Variants + More46

This AT-AT is in working condition with light, sound and cannon
motion. Missing only  the left side Medium Repeating Blaster.
Overall nice shape with light playwear and moderate decal wear as
pictured.

Star Wars Vintage AT-AT Vehicle/Works!47

Ghost-Spider #1 (Spider-Gwen #51) Shannon Maer virgin cover.
Comic Mint exclusive variant. CGC graded comic.

Ghost-Spider #1 CGC 9.8 Maer Virgin Variant48

A sideshow exclusive "Clash of Kings" Aragorn vs King of the Dead
diorama as produced by Sideshow Collectibles. Diorama comes in
original box and is marked as #001 of 300 made. Box comes in
original mailer. Mailer was opened for inspection and box appears
to be new and factory sealed.  Please see photos for conditions
and details.

Clash of Kings -LOTR Sideshow Collectible Diorama49

A Lord of the Rings Hobbit Saruman statue as produced by WETA
Workshop. Statue is marked #0254 of 1000 made. Mailer box was
opened for inspection and the interior packaging has been carefully
repacked. Statue's protective clamshell case remains sealed. Box
is in overall good condition and comes in original mailer box.
Please see photos for conditions and details.

LOTR Hobbit Saruman Statue WETA Workshop50

1982. Origin retold with Masters of the Universe 16-Page Preview.
Rich Butler/Dick Giordano cover. CGC graded comic.

Daring New Adventures of Supergirl #1 CGC 9.851

A collection of five NIKE Classic commemorative shoe statues as
produced by Bowen. Shoe statues include LDV (Electric Blue/
Orange) (x2), LDV (Gold/Blue) (x2) and a Michael Johnson Gold
Shoe. Statues are in excellent condition as they are factory sealed.
Boxes are in excellent condition as well and show minor to no
storage wear. Please see photos for conditions and details.

NIKE Classics - Bowen Commemorative Statue Lot (5)51a

2 comics. Includes #1-17 (of 18 issues) with the Annual #1 and
additional variant covers for #3,4 and 5. #5 (includes 1st and 2nd
prints) is the debut of Ms. Marvel's Kree Stormranger suit. #13 is
the 1st appearance of Amulet. Comics appear in overall in the NM
condition range.

Magnificent Ms. Marvel #1-17 + Annual + Variants52

LOT #

Lot includes Darth Vader head savings bank as well as electronic
large scale C-3PO with R2-D2 and Darth Vader electronic banks.
Both electronic banks are in working condition. All banks come with
the original packages. The packages have been opened, but the
contents appear to be in nice shape with little wear.

Star Wars Electronic Bank + Saving Bank Lot53

Aspen Comics Edition A variant cover by Michael Turner. San
Diego Comic Convention exclusive. Reprints Supergirl #1 (2005).
CGC graded comic.

Supergirl #1 CGC 9.8 Turner SDCC Exclusive Variant54

A Thanos Space Throne statue as produced by Bowen Designs.
Statue comes in original box and is marked as #059 of 631 made.
Box was opened for inspection and carefully repacked. Box is in
good condition with signs of storage wear including scuffing and
edgewear. Please see photos for conditions and details.

Thanos Space Throne Statue - Marvel Bowen Designs55

A 2017 Premium Format Rey statue as produced by Sideshow
Collectibles. Statue comes in original box and is marked as #3004
of 4000 made. Box was opened for inspection and carefully
repacked. Box is in good condition with signs of storage wear
including blunted corners. Please see photos for conditions and
details.

Rey - Star Wars Sideshow Collectibles Statue56

Signed by Erica Henderson. Siya Oum variant cover. CGC
Signature Series graded comic.

Unbeatable Squirrel Girl #1 CGC SS 9.8 Oum Variant57

24 comics. This lot includes the full run of the first Kate Bishop solo
Hawkeye series (#1-16), Tales of Suspense #100-104 starring
Hawkeye and the Winter Soldier, the Phantom variant and
Phantom sketch variant for All-New Hawkeye #1 as well as the
Women of Marvel variant cover for All-New Hawkeye #1. Comics
appear in overall in the NM condition range.

Hawkeye Comic Lot w/Variant/Full Run/More58

31 comics. Includes Dark Lords of the Sith #1-6 with the Ashcan
and an extra copy of #1, the Golden Age of the Sith #0-5, Tales of
the Jedi #1-5, The Freedon Nadd Uprising #1-2, X-Wing Rogue
Squadron The Rebel Opposition #1-4, Shadows of the Empire
#1-4, X-Wing Rogue Squadron Special, Tales Form Mos Eisley,
Boba Fett Twin Engines of Destruction and 2 copies of Boba Fett
Bounty on Bar-Kooda. with extra copies of #1 and 2. These comics
feature quite a few character first appearances including the 1st
appearance of Prince Xizor.

Star Wars Dark Horse Comic Book Lot59

Stanley Artgerm Lau signed Gold DC Boutique Edition variant foil
cover. CGC Signature Series graded comic.

Catwoman #2 CGC SS 9.8 DC Boutique Artgerm Signed60

We are always buying and looking for high quality consignments! Call 313-533-3130 with your collection.
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LOT #

Classic Star Wars: Return of the Jedi #1 features cover art by
Adam Hughes. Comics appear in overall in the NM condition range.

Classic Star Wars Comic Lot/Dark Horse60a

A Lord of the Rings Fellbeast Bust statue as produced by WETA
Workshop. Statue comes in original mailer box and is Limited
Edition #596 of 750. Box appears to be sealed and has remained
unopened. Mailer box is in overall nice condition, however the box
has portions of storage and shipping wear. As this item is sealed,
pre-production prototype photos from Weta Workshop's website are
included, so bear in mind that visual discrepancies may apply.
Please see photos for conditions and details

LOTR Fellbeast Bust Statue WETA Workshop61

A 2007 Mighty Thor statue as produced by Bowen Designs and
sculpted by artist Randy Bowen. Statue comes in original box and
is marked as #1591 of 3000 made. Box was opened for inspection
and carefully repacked. Box is in good condition with signs of
storage wear including scuffing and edgewear. Please see photos
for conditions and details.

Thor - Marvel Bowen Designs Painted Statue62

Stanley Artgerm Lau Virgin Edition variant. CGC graded comic.
Symbiote Spider-Man #1 CGC 9.8 Artgerm Lau Virgin63

16 comics. Includes all 10 issues of the 2014 series, the 1:25
retailer incentive variant for #1 and Spider-Woman Origin #1-5.
Comics appear in overall in the NM condition range.

Spider-Woman #1-10/Origin #1-5/Variant64

Sixteen holographic V, VMAX, GX, and more Pokemon cards from
various sets such as Sword & Shield: Black Star Promos, Vivid
Voltage, Battle Styles, and more! All cards are in overall excellent
condition, but each individual card has varying levels of minor to
light wear, most notably a slight curve and minor edge whitening.

Pokemon TCG Holo V/VMAX/GX & More Card Lot of (16)65

Aspen Comics Edition B variant cover by Michael Turner. San
Diego Comic Convention exclusive. Reprints Supergirl #1 (2005).
CGC graded comic.

Supergirl #1 CGC 9.8 Turner SDCC Exclusive Variant66

A Lord of the Rings Hobbit - Thranduil on Elk 1/6 scale statue as
produced by WETA Workshop. Statue is marked #607 of 750
made. Box was opened for inspection and carefully repacked. Box
is in overall good condition and comes in original mailer box.
Please see photos for conditions and details.

LOTR Hobbit - Thranduil on Elk 1/6 Statue WETA67

A 2010 Gladiator statue as produced by Bowen Designs and
sculpted by artist Jason Smith. Statue comes in original box and is
marked as #577 of 800 made. Box was opened for inspection and
carefully repacked. Box is in good condition with signs of storage
wear including impacted corners and edgewear. Please see photos

Gladiator -Marvel Bowen Designs Painted Statue68

LOT #
for conditions and details.

Signed by Skottie Young. Young variant cover. CGC Signature
Series graded comic.

Unbeatable Squirrel Girl #1 CGC SS 9.8 Young Var.69

20 comics. Includes all 16 parts of the No Surrender story arc with
the revelation that the Hulk is immortal in Avengers #684. This
series also featured the first appearance of Voyager. Also included
are additional variant covers for #678,679,685 and 690.  Comics
appear in overall in the NM condition range. #684 is NM.

Avengers #675-690 w/Variants Key Hulk70

14 comics. Includes the Empire Strikes Back Treasury sized Marvel
Special Edition #2, Return of the Jedi #1-4, Star Wars
#5,25,26,27,28,57, Droids #3 and 4 as well as Ewoks #11.

Star Wars Vintage Comic Book Lot w/Special Edition71

Tyler Kirkham virgin variant. KRS Comics Edition B. CGC graded
comic.

Symbiote Spider-Man #1 CGC 9.8 KRS Kirkham Variant72

A cold cast Bronze Iron Man statue as produced by Sideshow
Collectibles. Statue comes in original box and is marked as #034 of
250 made. Box was opened for inspection and carefully repacked.
Box is in overall great condition and comes in original mailer box.
Please see photos for conditions and details.

Iron Man - Bronze Cold Cast Marvel Sideshow Statue73

Movie viewer with 6 different cartridges (2 Stars and 4 Peanuts).
Overall good shape with some moderate play/storage wear. Movies
have some moderate fading.

Star Wars/Peanuts Vintage Movie Viewer+Cartridges74

Stanley Artgerm Lau virgin variant cover. Unknown Comics Edition.
CGC graded comic.

Spider-Gwen: Ghost Spider#1 CGC 9.8 Virgin Variant75

Near run. This series lasted 50 issues. This lot consists of the first
42 issues and Annuals #1-2. All are A covers. Comics appear in
overall in the NM condition range.

Batgirl (2016/Rebirth) #1-42 + Annuals #1-276

Lot includes Rebel Blockade Runner and Star Destroyer. Both are
new in boxes and have only been opened to test battery function
(both work) and to remove the original batteries. Both battery
compartments are clean. 1996, Kenner.

Star Wars Collector Fleet Vehicle Lot77

Aspen Comics Edition C variant cover by Michael Turner. San
Diego Comic Convention exclusive. Reprints Supergirl #1 (2005).
CGC graded comic.

Supergirl #1 CGC 9.8 Turner SDCC Exclusive Variant78

A cold cast 1:4 scale porcelain Wolfman figure kit as produced by
Polar Lights and sculpted by artist Randy Bowen. Figure kit comes
in original box and was opened for inspection only. Figure is

Wolfman - Polar Lights Bowen Model Kit Statue79

We are always buying and looking for high quality consignments! Call 313-533-3130 with your collection.
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LOT #
unassembled and unpainted. Box is in overall good condition with
some signs of storage wear including light water damage to the
corners. Please see photos for conditions and details.

A 2012 Hulk statue as produced by Bowen Designs and sculpted
by artists Khurram Alavi and Randy Bowen. Statue comes in
original box and is marked as #672 of 1235 made. Box was opened
for inspection and carefully repacked. Box is in great condition with
minor signs of storage wear. Please see photos for conditions and
details.

Hulk - Variant Edition Marvel Bowen Statue80

4 comics. #7 (1st and 3rd printings) is the 1st cameo appearance of
Riri Williams. Also included are 2 variants of the #1 issue (Phantom
and Phantom Black and White by David Marquez). Comics appear
in overall in the NM condition range.

Invincible Iron Man Comic Lot/1st Riri Williams80a

Aspen Comics Edition C virgin variant cover by Michael Turner.
San Diego Comic Convention exclusive. Reprints
Superman/Batman #8 (2004). CGC graded comic.

Superman/Batman #8 CGC 9.8 SDCC Exclusive Variant81

Two vintage 1994 painted polyresin G.I. Joe statue #50870
produced by Hasbro and sculpted by Randy Bowen. Items are
limited edition and are marked #225/400 and #228/400. Measures
roughly 13" tall. Statues come with white packaging. Overall great
condition with minor wear. See pictures for further condition details.

GI Joe 1994 Resin Statue Bowen Hasbro Lot of (2)81a

Lot includes all 18 issues in the 2016 series as well as 17
additional variant covers. You get all pictured. Includes a few
dupes. Comics appear in overall in the NM condition range.

Jessica Jones Full Run #1-18 + Variants/35 Comics82

Lot includes the Millenium Falcon Star Wars Galaxy Factory Set,
the Series 1 and Series 2 Metallic Images/Impressions Sets
(w/CoAs), the Metallic Impressions Dark Empire set, a box full of
Widevision singles, a sealed box of Stargate trading cards and a
sealed Star Trek DSN series premiere trading cards box. The sets
are all in new condition. The Widevision singles appear to be in
nice shape.

Star Wars and More Trading Cards w/Sets Lot83

Rey variant cover by Rod Reis. CGC graded comic.
Star Wars #41 CGC 9.8 Galactic Icons Rey Variant84

A polystone Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtle "Splinter" statue as
produced by Prime 1 Studio. Statue comes in original box and is
marked as #245 of 500 made. Box was opened for inspection and
carefully repacked. Box is in overall great condition and comes in
original mailer box. Please see photos for conditions and details.

Master Splinter - TMNT Prime 1 Studio Statue85

LOT #

A Lord of the Rings The Hobbit: War Troll Premium statue as
produced by WETA Workshop. Statue comes in original mailer box
and is Limited Edition #068 of 400. Box appears to be sealed and
has remained unopened. Mailer box is in overall nice condition,
however the box has portions of storage and shipping wear. As this
item is sealed, pre-production prototype photos from Weta
Workshop's website are included, so bear in mind that visual
discrepancies may apply. Please see photos for conditions and
details

LOTR Hobbit: War Troll Premium Statue WETA86

Unbuilt and new in box. Made by Horizon, Part #HORO23.
Venom 1992 1/6 Scale Model Kit/Horizon86a

Stanley Artgerm Lau variant cover. CGC graded comic.
Supergirl #26 CGC 9.8 Artgerm Variant Cover87

18 comics. Includes the #0-5 Rising limited series, Alpha, Omega,
Ms. Marvel and Squirrel Girl and Squirrel Girl and Ms. Marvel
one-shots as well as many variants. You get all pictured. Includes
promo poster. Comics appear in overall in the NM condition range.

Marvel Rising #0-5 + Alpha/Omega/Variants + More88

Unusual 30" x 40" card stock poster with NSS info and extended
boarders. Marked #830013. Potential proof or restrike. See pictures
for details.

Star Wars ROTJ Style A 30" x 40" Movie Poster89

Stanley Artgerm Lau signed Gold DC Boutique Edition variant foil
cover. CGC Signature Series graded comic.

Catwoman #3 CGC SS 9.8 DC Boutique Artgerm Signed90

Includes Marvel Movie Showcase #1 and 2 as well as the 4-part
Return of the Jedi limited series. Comics appear in overall in the
VF to NM condition range.

Star Wars Vintage Comic Lot90a

A 2008 The Abomination statue as produced by Bowen Designs
and sculpted by artist Randy Bowen. Statue comes in original box
and is marked as #50 of 300 made. Box was opened for inspection
and carefully repacked. Box is in great condition with minor signs of
storage wear. Please see photos for conditions and details.

The Abomination - Marvel Bowen painted Statue91

R. Crumb's Little Big Ass "Fritz the Cat" mini-statue as produced by
Bowen Designs and sculpted by Randy Bowen. Statue comes in
original box and is marked as #0008 of 2000 made. Statue appears
in excellent condition with minor to no signs of display wear. Please
see photos for conditions and details.

Fritz the Cat - Little Big Ass Bowen Mini Statue91a

A Lord of the Rings The Hobbit - Unexpected Journey Yazneg
statue as produced by WETA Workshop. Statue comes in original
mailer box and is Limited Edition #0082 of 1000. Box appears to be
sealed and has remained unopened. Mailer box is in overall nice

LOTR Hobbit Unexpected Journey Yazneg Statue WETA92

We are always buying and looking for high quality consignments! Call 313-533-3130 with your collection.
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LOT #
condition, however the box has portions of storage and shipping
wear. As this item is sealed, pre-production prototype photos from
Weta Workshop's website are included, so bear in mind that visual
discrepancies may apply. Please see photos for conditions and
details

Amazing Spider-Man: Renew Your Vows #1 JScottCampbell.com
Sketch Edition variant cover. CGC graded comic.

Amazing Spider-Man RYV#1 CGC 9.8 JSC Sketch93

44 comics. A complete set of 41 one-shot specials from the
2014-2015 DC event, featuring 3D/lenticular covers. Includes
additional copies of Superman/Wonder Woman, Supergirl and
Catwoman. Comics appear in overall in the NM condition range.

DC New 52 Futures End One-Shots Complete Set94

Lot includes a variety of Action Master die-cast and Micro
Machines figures and vehicles. Some of the packages were
opened, but the contents are complete. Includes a few ships
without packaging.

Star Wars Micro Machines/Action Masters Toy Lot95

Stanley Artgerm Lau variant cover. CGC graded comic.
Supergirl #12 CGC 9.8 Artgerm Variant Cover96

17 comics from a variety of Star Wars titles. Includes 8 copies of
the much sought after photo cover of Force Awakens #6! Each of
they comics features Rey Skywalker on the cover. Comics appear
in overall in the NM condition range.

Star Wars Rey Skywalker Covers + Variants97

A nearly full short box of comics from various publishers. Includes
dupes. You get all pictured. May include some mature/adult titles
that are not appropriate for kids. Overall the comics appear to be in
the VF/NM range. Most appear NM.

Assorted Comics Short Box97a

This lot includes figurines and keychains from Kenner's Action
Master die-cast figure line, Applause, Justtoys and more. All items
are new in sealed packages.

Star Wars Collectibles/Toys Box Lot98

Supergirl #1 (of 4) from the 1994 limited series. CGC graded
comic.

Supergirl #1 CGC 9.8 (1994) Gammill/Wiacek Cover99

51 comics. Includes Civil War II #0-8, Gods of War #1-4, Choosing
Sides #1-6, The Oath, The Fallen and the  Accused one-shots,
FCBD edition, as well as several variant covers as pictured.
Includes promo posters for issues #0,1, and 6. Comics appear in
overall in the NM condition range.

Civil War II #0-8, Mini-Series/1-Shots/Variants100

40 figures. Includes 6-packs, 4-packs and singles figures. All are
new in sealed packages. Includes duplicates.

Star Wars Die-Cast Figure Lot of 40 Action Masters101

LOT #

Stanley Artgerm Lau variant cover. CGC graded comic.
Supergirl #14 CGC 9.8 Artgerm Variant Cover102

A 2008 Doctor Doom Faux Bronze Edition statue as produced by
Bowen Designs and sculpted by artist Randy Bowen. Statue comes
in original box and is marked as #117 of 300 made. Box was
opened for inspection and carefully repacked. Box is in great
condition with minor signs of storage wear. Please see photos for
conditions and details.

Doctor Doom - Faux Bronze Marvel Bowen Statue103

This vintage Star Wars vehicle features working sound. It is near
complete. Moderate to heavy aesthetic playwear with glue repairs,
some breaks as well as missing decals and some discoloration as
pictured.

Star Wars Vintage Millennium Falcon Vehicle/Works!104

Stanley Artgerm Lau signed Gold DC Boutique Edition variant foil
cover. CGC Signature Series graded comic.

Catwoman #4 CGC SS 9.8 DC Boutique Artgerm Signed105

33 comics. This lot includes the full run of Extraordinary X-Men
#1-20 from 2015 with the Phantom and Phantom Sketch variants
for #1 as well as X-Men Gold #26-30 and the Wedding Special.
Variants as pictured including the #30 Unknown Comics exclusive
virgin variant by Adi Granov.  Comics appear in overall in the NM
condition range.

X-Men Gold + Extraordinary Lot + Variants106

19 figures. New in sealed package figures. Includes a 4 piece gift
set and 15 single figures. Overall packages appear to be in nice
condition. A few have some light to moderate shelf wear.

Star Wars Bend-Ems Figure Lot/JusToys107

Stanley Artgerm Lau variant cover. CGC graded comic.
Supergirl #15 CGC 9.8 Artgerm Variant Cover108

A Daredevil Comiquette as produced by Sideshow Collectibles.
Statue comes in original box and is marked as #458 of 500 made.
Box was opened for inspection and carefully repacked. Box is in
overall excellent condition and comes in original mailer box. Please
see photos for conditions and details.

Daredevil - Marvel Sideshow Comiquette Statue109

A Lord of the Rings Faramir statue as produced by WETA
Workshop. Statue comes in original mailer box and is Limited
Edition #885 of 1000. Box appears to be sealed and has remained
unopened. Mailer box is in overall nice condition, however the box
has portions of storage and shipping wear. As this item is sealed,
pre-production prototype photos from Weta Workshop's website are
included, so bear in mind that visual discrepancies may apply.
Please see photos for conditions and details

LOTR Faramir Statue WETA Workshop110

We are always buying and looking for high quality consignments! Call 313-533-3130 with your collection.
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LOT #

Stanley Artgerm Lau signed Convention Edition variant foil cover.
CGC Signature Series graded comic.

Catwoman #9 CGC SS 9.8 Convention Artgerm Signed111

A collection of five NIKE Classic commemorative shoe statues as
produced by Bowen. Shoe statues include Mercurial F.G.
(Black/White-Comet Red) (x2), Mercurial F.G. (Silver/Varsity
Maize-Varsity Royal) (x2) and a Michael Johnson Gold Shoe.
Statues are in excellent condition as they are factory sealed. Boxes
are in excellent condition as well and show minor to no storage
wear. Please see photos for conditions and details.

NIKE Classics - Bowen Commemorative Statue Lot (5)111a

43 comics. Near run with the Rebirth one-shot plus variants. This
series lasted 42 issues. This lot consists of the first 40 issues.
Includes all B covers as well as the #19 Artgerm foil variant and
#21 blank cover. #12B is the much sought after Artgerm B cover.
Comics appear in overall in the NM condition range.

Supergirl (2016/Rebirth) #1-40 + Rebirth + Variant112

Lot of (7) 12 inch scale figures. 6 are from the Star Wars Collector
series and 1 is from the Action Collection. New in sealed packages.

Star Wars 12 inch Action Figure Lot of (7)113

Stanley Artgerm Lau variant cover. CGC graded comic.
Supergirl #16 CGC 9.8 Artgerm Variant Cover114

A 2007 Venom VS Amazing Spider-Man painted statue as
produced by Bowen Designs and sculpted by the Kucharek
Brothers. Statue comes new in box and is marked as #579 of 675
made. Box was opened for inspection and carefully repacked. Box
is in great condition with minor signs of storage wear such as light
impacts on the corners. Please see photos for conditions and
details.

Venom vs Spider-Man - Marvel Bowen Statue115

A Lord of the Rings Legolas and Gimli at Amon Hen 1:6 scale
statue as produced by WETA Workshop. Statue is marked #131 of
375 made. Box was opened for inspection and carefully repacked.
Interior styrofoam remains sealed.Box is in overall good condition
and comes in original mailer box. Please see photos for conditions
and details.

LOTR Legolas & Gimli at Amon Hen 1:6 Statue WETA116

Stanley Artgerm Lau variant cover. CGC graded comic.
Supergirl #23 CGC 9.8 Artgerm Foil Variant Cover117

43 comics. Near run. This series lasted 42 issues. This lot consists
of the first 40 issues, the Rebirth one-shot and Annuals #1-2.#1-40
are all A covers. Comics appear in overall in the NM condition
range.

Supergirl (2016/Rebirth) #1-42 + Annuals #1-2118

LOT #

An assortment of modern Pokemon TCG related items, containing:
7lbs+ of holographic and reverse-holo Pokemon, Trainer, and
Energy cards, Pokemon Online code cards, various tins and card
holders, battle damage tokens, and other Pokemon related
accessories. Conditions vary. You get all pictured. See pictures for
further condition details.

Modern Pokemon TCG Card & Accessory Variety Lot119

Stanley Artgerm Lau variant cover. CGC graded comic.
Supergirl #28 CGC 9.8 Artgerm Variant Cover120

A Premium Format Six Gun Legends Wyatt Earp statue as
produced by Sideshow Collectibles. Statue comes in original box
and is marked as #162 of 200 made. Box was opened for
inspection and carefully repacked. Box is in overall great condition
with minor signs of storage wear. Please see photos for conditions
and details.

Wyatt Earp - Six Gun Legends Sideshow Statue121

A Clint Barton Edition 2012 Goliath statue as produced by Bowen
Designs and sculpted by artist Jason Smith. Statue comes new in
box and is marked as #266 of 350 made. Box was opened for
inspection and carefully repacked. Box is in great condition with
minor signs of storage wear. Please see photos for conditions and
details.

Goliath - Clint Barton Editon Marvel Bowen Statue122

Scalefish Comics Virgin Edition variant. CGC graded comic.
Batman #50 CGC 9.8 Virgin Exclusive Variant123

35 comics. Includes the full run (#1-10) of the 2017 Defenders
series, runs of both the 5th and 6th series Iron Fist (#1-7 and
Legacy #73-80) as well as full runs of the 1st and 2nd Luke Cage
series (#1-5 and Legacy #166-170). Includes a Luke Cage promo
poster. Comics appear in overall in the NM condition range.

Defenders/Iron Fist/Luke Cage Comic Lot124

Lot of (7) 12 inch scale figures. 5 are new in sealed packages. The
Luke and Darth Vader figures have tape breaks on the packages,
but appear to be new in the packaging.

Star Wars 12 inch Action Figure Lot of (7)125

Shannon Maer Comic Mint Convention Edition Variant A. CGC
graded comic.

Harley Quinn and Poison Ivy #1 CGC 9.8 Variant A126

A commemorative NIKE MAG statue from Back to the Future II as
produced by Bowen. This shoe is a part of a collection of
commemorative NIKE Classics and comes new in box. Statue is in
excellent condition as it is factory sealed. Box is in excellent
condition as well and shows minor to no storage wear. Please see
photos for conditions and details.

Back To The Future II NIKE MAG - Bowen Collectible127

We are always buying and looking for high quality consignments! Call 313-533-3130 with your collection.
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LOT #

A Lord of the Rings The Hobbit - Mirkwood Elf Warrior 1/6 scale
statue as produced by WETA Workshop. Statue comes in original
mailer box and is Limited Edition #301 of 750. Box appears to be
sealed and has remained unopened. Mailer box is in overall nice
condition, however the box has portions of storage and shipping
wear. As this item is sealed, pre-production prototype photos from
Weta Workshop's website are included, so bear in mind that visual
discrepancies may apply. Please see photos for conditions and
details

LOTR Hobbit - Mirkwood Elf Warrior 1/6 Statue WETA128

Scalefish Comics Virgin Sketch Edition variant. CGC graded comic.
Batman #50 CGC 9.8 Virgin Sketch Variant129

This fifteen-issue series follows the Scarlet Witch as she attempts
to piece together the fragmented pieces of witchcraft. Included are
all `5 issues with an additional variant cover for #4 (Women of
Power). Comics appear in overall in the NM condition range.

Scarlet Witch #1-15 + Variant Full Run 2016130

30 comics. Includes the Mighty Captain Marvel #1-9 with 2
versions of #0, Captain Marvel and the Carol Corps #1-4, the 2016
run of #1-10 and the 2017 Legacy run of #125-129. Comics appear
in overall in the NM condition range.

Captain Marvel Comic Lot130a

Lot of 5 puzzles. Includes the 857 piece 3-D Millennium Falcon
(inside sealed), the New Hope, Empire Strikes Back and Return of
the Jedi Milton Bradley 550 piece puzzles (sealed) and a Rose Art
New Hope 550 piece puzzle (opened, but complete).

Star Wars Puzzle Lot w/Millennium Falcon 3-D +More131

First solo titled series featuring Ms. Marvel, Kamala Khan. CGC
graded comic.

Ms. Marvel #1 CGC 9.8 1st Print Kamala Khan132

A Premium Format Rocketeer statue as produced by Sideshow
Collectibles. Statue comes in original box and is marked as #84 of
375 made. Box was opened for inspection and carefully repacked.
Box is in overall excellent condition and comes in original mailer
box. Please see photos for conditions and details.

Rocketeer - Disney Sideshow Collectibles Statue133

From the 1997 Power of the Force series. Includes exclusive
AT-AT Commander and AT-AT Driver figures. Package has been
opened, but the AT-AT and figures are in excellent condition and
the electronic functions on the AT-AT work great. 3 'AA' batteries
are required (not included).

Star Wars Electronic Imperial AT-AT Walker134

19 comics. 1995, Dark Horse. Includes the one-shot promotional
giveaway included in the Hero Illustrated Magazine. Comics appear
in overall in the NM condition range.

Star Wars X-Wing Rogue Squadron #1-18 + Special135

LOT #

Set of 4 glasses from Burger King. They appear to be in nice shape
with little wear as pictured.

Star Wars ROTJ Burger King/Coca-Cola Glasses Set136

A 2006 Modern Version Warlock statue as produced by Bowen
Designs and sculpted by the Kucharek Brothers. Statue comes new
in box and is marked as #14 of 1000 made. Box was opened for
inspection and carefully repacked. Box is in great condition with
minor signs of storage wear. Please see photos for conditions and
details.

Warlock - Modern Version Marvel Bowen Statue137

Signed by Natali Sanders. Comic Market Street Edition C variant.
CGC Signature Series graded comic.

Batman #50 CGC SS 9.8 Signed Exclusive Edition C138

A Lord of the Rings Cave Troll in Moria 1/6 scale statue as
produced by WETA Workshop. Statue is marked #188 of 500
made. Box was opened for inspection and carefully repacked. Box
is in overall good condition and comes in original mailer box.
Please see photos for conditions and details.

LOTR Cave Troll in Moria 1/6 Statue WETA Workshop139

40 comics. Includes the Jean Grey complete 2017 series (#1-11
with 2 additional variants), a group of True Believers featuring
reprints of key Jean Grey/Phoenix appearances and events as well
as Phoenix Resurrection #1-5 with lots of variant issues. Included
is the harder to find Skottie Young variant for issue #1. You get all
pictured. Comics appear in overall in the NM condition range.

Jean Grey + Phoenix Resurrection + Variants + More140

First solo titled series featuring Ms. Marvel, Kamala Khan. CGC
graded comic.

Ms. Marvel #1 CGC 9.8 2nd Print Kamala Khan141

Two vintage 1994 painted polyresin G.I. Joe statue #50870
produced by Hasbro and sculpted by Randy Bowen. Items are
limited edition and are marked #319/400 and #334/400. Measures
roughly 13" tall. Statues come with white packaging. Overall great
shape with minor wear. See pictures for further condition details.

GI Joe 1994 Resin Statue Bowen Hasbro Lot of (2)141a

Set of 4 glasses from Burger King. They appear to be in nice shape
with little wear as pictured.

Star Wars ESB Burger King/Coca-Cola Glasses Set142

A collection of six NIKE Classic commemorative shoe statues as
produced by Bowen. Shoe statues include Air Force 1 (White/Red)
(x2),Air Force 1 (White/Silver) (x2), and Air Force 1 (White/Royal
Blue) (x2). Statues are in excellent condition as they are factory
sealed. Boxes are in excellent condition as well and show minor to
no storage wear. Please see photos for conditions and details.

NIKE Classics - Bowen Commemorative Statue Lot (6)143

We are always buying and looking for high quality consignments! Call 313-533-3130 with your collection.
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LOT #

Natali Sanders cover. Comic Market Street Edition D variant. CGC
Signature Series graded comic.

Batman #50 CGC 9.8 Exclusive Variant Edition D144

A 2009 Iron Man Hulkbuster Battle Damaged Edition statue as
produced by Bowen Designs and sculpted by the Kucharek
Brothers. Statue comes new in box and is marked as #208 of 300
made. Box was opened for inspection and carefully repacked. Box
is in great condition with minor signs of storage wear. Please see
photos for conditions and details.

Hulkbuster - Battle Damaged Marvel Bowen Statue145

47 comics. Includes the full #0-40 run with additional variant covers
for #1,36,37,38,39 and 40. #20 features a sought after cover by
Emanuela Luppachino.  Comics appear in overall in the NM
condition range.

Supergirl New 52 Full Run + Variants146

First solo titled series featuring Ms. Marvel, Kamala Khan. CGC
graded comic.

Ms. Marvel #1 CGC 9.8 4th Print Kamala Khan147

Three modern Pokemon TCG cards featuring a GMA graded 6
EX-NM Gallade EX #99/108, a holographic shiny Ditto VMAX
#SV119/SV122, and a holographic Pikachu VMAX #044/185. All
cards and cases are in overall great to pristine condition, but each
individual item has varying levels of minor to light wear, most
notably a slight curve, and slight surface scratching. See pictures
for further condition details.

Pokemon TCG Holo VMAX & Graded EX Cards Lot of (3)148

A Lord of the Rings The Hobbit - Unexpected Journey Yazneg
statue as produced by WETA Workshop. Statue comes in original
mailer box and is Limited Edition #0365 of 1000. Box appears to be
sealed and has remained unopened. Mailer box is in overall nice
condition, however the box has portions of storage and shipping
wear. As this item is sealed, pre-production prototype photos from
Weta Workshop's website are included, so bear in mind that visual
discrepancies may apply. Please see photos for conditions and
details

LOTR Hobbit Unexpected Journey Yazneg Statue WETA149

A limited edition Jubilee statue as produced by IceBreaker Designs
and sculpted by Avi AY. Statue comes in original box and is
marked as #8 of 100 made. Box was opened for inspection and
carefully repacked; however it appears that one of the flames was
broken off but is securely packed. Statue comes in original mailer
box. Please see photos for conditions and details.

Jubilee - Marvel IceBreaker Design Statue150

37 comics. 35 are Marvel (1 IDW and 1 Dynamite). This lot
features variant covers, a set of Unstoppable Wasp, some
semi-key issues and overall some very cool covers from a variety of
modern Marvel comics! You get all pictured. Comics appear in

Marvel Comics Variants and More Comic Lot150a

LOT #
overall in the NM condition range.

All 38 issues of the 2015 series. This series featured first
appearances by Skunk Girl, Discord, Malik Khan, the Red Dagger,
and more. Comics appear in overall in the NM condition range.

Ms. Marvel #1-38 (2015) Full Run151

Lot of 6 glasses from Burger King. They appear to be in nice shape
with little wear as pictured.

Star Wars + ROTJ Burger King/Coca-Cola Glasses Set152

Warren Louw Variant Cover D. CGC Signature Series graded
comic.

Batman #50 CGC 9.8 Louw Variant Cover D153

A Legendary Scale Boromir Bust statue as produced by Sideshow
Collectibles. Statue comes in original box and is marked as #131 of
350 made. Box was opened for inspection, and figure appears in
excellent visual condition; however it appears a piece of Boromir's
sword hilt was broken during the resealing process. Box is in great
condition with signs of storage wear including blunted corners.
Please see photos for conditions and details.

Boromir  - Lord Of The Rings Sideshow Bust Statue154

Includes all pictured. Gift Sets, Epic Collections, Battle Packs and
more. All are new in sealed packages.

Star Wars Micro Machines Figure/Vehicle Lot155

Ian Churchill cover. CGC graded comic.
Supergirl #1 CGC 9.8 (2005) Ian Churchill Cover156

23 variant covers from the 2015 series. Highlights include the Hip
Hop variant for issue #1, the Mike Deodato cover for #12 and the
Stephanie Hans variant for #31 (x2). You get all pictured! Comics
appear in overall in the NM condition range.

Ms. Marvel (2015) Variant Lot of 23 w/Keys157

Lot includes the Darth Maul Costume Kit from Rubie's as well as
the Anakin Skywalker costume with Obi-Wan braid. The Anakin
costume is 5-7 years, the Darth Maul costume does not have a size
listed. Both items appear to be in nice shape with little to no wear.

Star Wars Darth Maul/Anakin Skywalker Costumes158

First solo titled series featuring Ms. Marvel, Kamala Khan. CGC
graded comic.

Ms. Marvel #1 CGC 9.8 7th Print Kamala Khan159

Two vintage 1994 painted polyresin G.I. Joe statue #50870
produced by Hasbro and sculpted by Randy Bowen. Items are
limited edition and are marked #340/400 and #346/400. Measures
roughly 13" tall. Statues come with white packaging. Overall great
condition with minor wear. See pictures for further condition details.

GI Joe 1994 Resin Statue Bowen Hasbro Lot of (2)160

A 2009 Red Hulk statue as produced by Bowen Designs and
sculpted by artists Randy Bowen and Troy McDevitt. Statue comes
in original box and is marked as #257 of 1300 made. Box was

Red Hulk - Marvel Bowen Design Painted Statue161

We are always buying and looking for high quality consignments! Call 313-533-3130 with your collection.
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LOT #
opened for inspection and carefully repacked. Box is in great
condition with minor signs of storage wear such as some blunted
corners. Please see photos for conditions and details.

R. Crumb's Little Big Ass "Flakey Foont" mini-statue as produced
by Bowen Designs and sculpted by Randy Bowen. Statue comes in
original box and is marked as #0008 of 2000 made. Statue appears
in excellent condition with minor to no signs of display wear. Please
see photos for conditions and details.

Flakey Foont - Little Big Ass Bowen Mini Statue161a

16 comics and 2 trade paperbacks. Includes Heir to the Empire
#1-6, River of Chaos #1-4, Empire's End #1-2, (4) Jabba the Hutt
one-shots an well as the Dark Empire and TOTJ Collection trades.
Heir to the Empire #1 is the first appearance of Admiral Thrawn.
Comics appear in overall in the NM condition range. The trades are
in the Fine to VF range.

Star Wars Dark Horse Comic Lot/1st Thrawn162

16 figures. They appear to be in nice shape with little shelf wear
with tags as pictured.

Star Wars 12" Scale Figure Lot Applause/Suncoast163

A 2012 War In The North "Snow Troll" statue as produced by
Sideshow Collectibles. Statue comes in original box and is marked
as AP of 500 made. Box was opened for inspection and carefully
repacked. Box is in overall excellent condition and comes in
original mailer box. Please see photos for conditions and details.

War In The North -LOTR Sideshow Collectible Statue164

Michael Turner cover. CGC graded comic.
Supergirl #1 CGC 9.8 (2005) Michael Turner Cover165

A 2008 Mighty Thor Faux Bronze Edition statue as produced by
Bowen Designs and sculpted by artist Randy Bowen. Statue comes
in original box and is marked as #28 of 400 made. Box was opened
for inspection and carefully repacked. Box is in great condition with
minor signs of storage wear. Please see photos for conditions and
details.

Thor - Faux Bronze Marvel Bowen Statue166

18 comics. Lot includes the full set of #1-8 from the 2015 series as
well as 10 variant cover. Highlights includes #1 variant covers by
Art Adams, Skottie Young as well as the #2 variant cover art by
Joe Quinones. Comics appear in overall in the NM condition range.

Unbeatable Squirrel Girl #1-8 Set + Variants167

Signed by Matthew Waite. Waite variant edition cover. CGC
Signature Series graded comic.

Unbeatable Squirrel Girl #3 CGC SS 9.8 Waite Var.168

Three original Pokemon TCG cards, featuring a holographic
Kangaskhan #5/64 card from the Pokemon TCG's 1999 Jungle Set
and two holographic Ninetales #12/102 card from the Pokemon
TCG's 1999 Base Set. Cards is in overall beautiful cosmetic shape

Pokemon TCG Base Set & Jungle Set Cards Lot of (3)169

LOT #
but has signs of light wear such slight surface scratching, edge
whitening, and curving. See pictures for further details.

A Lord of the Rings The Legolas and Gimli at Amon Hen 1:6 statue
as produced by WETA Workshop. Statue comes in original mailer
box and is Limited Edition #130 of 950. Box appears to be sealed
and has remained unopened. Mailer box is in overall nice condition,
however the box has portions of storage and shipping wear. As this
item is sealed, pre-production prototype photos from Weta
Workshop's website are included, so bear in mind that visual
discrepancies may apply. Please see photos for conditions and
details

LOTR Legolas & Gimli at Amon Hen 1:6 Statue WETA170

A vintage 1990s resin Mad Max Warrior of the Wastelands garage
kit produced by Death Inc. and sculpted by Randy Bowen. Item
remains unassembled and unpainted. Appears overall complete
with instruction papers. Original box is in nice shape but exhibits
signs of moderate storage wear. See pictures and description for
further condition details.

Mad Max Warrior of the Wastelands Garage Kit171

Two vintage 1994 painted polyresin G.I. Joe statue #50870
produced by Hasbro and sculpted by Randy Bowen. Items are
limited edition and are marked #177/400 and #349/400. Measures
roughly 13" tall. Statues come with white packaging. Overall great
condition with minor wear. See pictures for further condition details.

GI Joe 1994 Resin Statue Bowen Hasbro Lot of (2)171a

69 comics. All 50 issues of the 2nd series from 2015 as well as 19
variant covers. Highlights include the #1 Hip Hop variant by Phil
Noto and the  #7 variant by Siya Oum. Comics appear in overall in
the NM condition range.

Unbeatable Squirrel Girl II #1-50 Set + Variants172

Includes Millennium Falcon and Darth Vader's Tie Fighter Sets.
New in sealed packages, 1996.

Star Wars Milton Bradley Target Games Lot173

Michael Turner 2nd print sketch cover. CGC graded comic.
Supergirl #1 CGC 9.8 (2005) Turner Sketch Cover174

A 2007 Faux Bronze Edition Hulk statue as produced by Bowen
Designs and sculpted by artist Randy Bowen. Statue comes in
original box and is marked as #71 of 350 made. Box was opened
for inspection and carefully repacked. Box is in good condition with
a loose side panel. Please see photos for conditions and details

Hulk - Bronze Finished Marvel Bowen Statue175

Two vintage 1994 painted polyresin G.I. Joe statue #50870
produced by Hasbro and sculpted by Randy Bowen. Items are
limited edition and are marked #194/400 and #219/400. Measures
roughly 13" tall. Statues come with white packaging. Overall great
condition with minor wear. See pictures for further condition details.

GI Joe 1994 Resin Statue Bowen Hasbro Lot of (2)176

We are always buying and looking for high quality consignments! Call 313-533-3130 with your collection.
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LOT #

Signed by Erica Henderson. Siya Oum cover. CGC Signature
Series graded comic.

Unbeatable Squirrel Girl #7 CGC SS 9.8 Henderson177

43 comics. Includes the set of Supergirl and the Legion of
Super-Heroes #16-36 (with additional #16 variant), Supergirl
Adventures in the 8th grade #1-8, Superman/Supergirl Maelstrom
#1-5 set, Supergirl Being Super #1-4 set and Adventures of
Supergirl #1-6. Comics appear in overall in the NM condition range.

Supergirl Limited Series and More Comic Lot178

12 sealed book and record sets with some dupes as well as a
vintage record tote. Book and record sets are factory sealed. Tote
appears in great shape with little wear.

Star Wars Vintage Book and Record Sets + Tote179

1st appearance of Buzz. Supergirl merges with a dying Linda
Danvers. CGC graded comic.

Supergirl #1 CGC 9.8 (1996) Frank/Smith Cover180

28 comics. Includes the #1 issue from 1972, the #1-23 run from the
1982 series and the complete 4-part limited series from 1994.  The
1972 #1 issue appears Good/VG-, the 1982 #1-23 run appears to
be in the Fine/VF range overall. The 1994 4-part limited series
appears in overall NM condition. Comics appear in overall in the
NM condition range.

Supergirl 1972-1994 Comic Book Lot180a

A Premium Format Red Skull statue as produced by Sideshow
Collectibles. Statue comes in original box and is marked as #60 of
500 made. Box was opened for inspection and carefully repacked.
Box is in good condition with signs of storage wear including
blunted corners and light denting. Please see photos for conditions
and details.

Red Skull - Marvel Sideshow Collectibles Statue181

R. Crumb's Little Big Ass "Devil Girl" mini-statue as produced by
Bowen Designs and sculpted by Randy Bowen. Statue comes in
original box and is marked as #0008 of 2000 made. Statue appears
in excellent condition with minor to no signs of display wear. Please
see photos for conditions and details.

Devil Girl - Little Big Ass  Bowen Mini Statue181a

A limited edition Quasar statue as produced by IceBreaker Designs
and sculpted by Avi AY. Statue comes in original box and is
marked as #73 of 100 made. Box was opened for inspection and
carefully repacked. Figure is in overall excellent condition and
comes in original mailer box. Please see photos for conditions and
details.

Quasar - Marvel IceBreaker Design Statue182

29 comics. Includes the full runs of the 2nd, 3rd and 4th series of
Spider-Woman published in 1993, 1999 and 2009. #1 from the
1993 is the first solo title series featuring Julia Carpenter as

Spider-Woman 2nd/3rd/4th Series Comic Runs183

LOT #
Spider-Woman. #1 from the 1999 series features the origin of
Mattie Franklin and how she received her Spider-Woman powers.
#4 from the 2009 series features cover art by Alex Maleev featuring
Madame Hydra aka Viper. Comics appear in overall in the NM
condition range.

17 books. Overall they appear to be in good shape with some
varied wear. Includes a few harder to find ones!

Star Wars Hardcover/Paperback Book Lot184

A Limited Edition Fine Art Statue Hulk (Fall of The Hulks) as
produced by the Kotobukiya Collection. Statue comes in original
box and is marked as #206 of 1000 made. Box was opened for
inspection and carefully repacked. Box is in great condition with
minor signs of storage wear. Please see photos for conditions and
details.

Hulk - Marvel Kotobukiya Collection Statue185

Signed by Riki Riddle Lecotey. Cosplay photo variant cover. CGC
Signature Series graded comic.

Unbeatable Squirrel Girl #7 CGC SS 9.8 Cosplay186

8 issues. Star Wars Official Poster Monthly (1980-1983/ESB #1-5
set and ROTJ #1-3). Published by Paradise Press in conjunction
with Twentieth Century Fox. Magazine sized issues contains
pictures of the cast in character, as well as articles. Each issue
features a giant movie poster inside.

Star Wars Official Poster Monthly 1980-1983186a

Lot of (2) vintage Star Wars vehicles. Light and sound work for
both. Battery compartments are clean. Wings and springs appear
solid with good connections. Average playwear as pictured.

Star Wars Vintage Imperial Tie Fighter/Interceptor187

29 comics. Includes the full run #1-19 along with 9 variant covers.
Included are first and fourth printings of the #1 issue. Comics
appear in overall in the NM condition range.

Ms. Marvel (2015) Comics Run w/Variants188

6 record albums. Includes the Original Soundtrack double LP,
Music Inspired by Star Wars and Other Galactic Funk (MECO), The
Story of Star Wars,  the Story of Return of the Jedi Special Edition
Picture Disc and Rebel Mission to Ord Mantell. The albums appear
complete with liner notes and/or booklets as applicable. The
records and album covers appear to be in overall nice shape with
some varied wear.

Star Wars Vintage Record Album Lot189

A Lord of the Rings Gamling 1/6 scale statue as produced by
WETA Workshop. Statue is marked #305 of 375 made. Box was
opened for inspection and carefully repacked. Box is in overall
good condition and comes in original mailer box. Please see
photos for conditions and details.

LOTR Gamling 1/6 Statue WETA Workshop190

We are always buying and looking for high quality consignments! Call 313-533-3130 with your collection.
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LOT #

41 comics. Includes the 2015 and 2017 runs #1-23 and #700-706
(legacy) as well as 9 variants from that series as well as 2 variant
covers from the #5A cover and the #6 C cover from the 2014
series. Also included is a Jane Foster promo poster. Comics
appear in overall in the NM condition range.

Mighty Thor #1-23 + #700-706 + Variants/More190a

A collection of eight NIKE Classic commemorative shoe statues as
produced by Bowen. Shoe statues include Air Max 95 (Cool
Grey/Neon Yellow-White) (x2), Air Max 95 (White/New Green-Blue
Slate) (x2), Air Max Plus (Varsity Red/Gold-Raspberry Red-Black)
(x2), and Air Max Plus (Hyper Blue/Chamois-Midnight Navy-Sky
Blue) (x2). Statues are in excellent condition as they are factory
sealed. Boxes are in excellent condition as well and show minor to
no storage wear. Please see photos for conditions and details.

NIKE Classics - Bowen Commemorative Statue Lot (8)191

Ian Churchill cover. Reprints Superman/Batman #19. CGC graded
comic.

Supergirl #0 CGC 9.8 Churchill Cover192

31 comics. Includes Spider-Geddon #0-6 (all variant covers),
Spider-Gwen: Ghost-Spider #1-10 with 9 variant covers,
Spider-Force #1-3 and Spider-Girls #1-3. Spider-Geddon #1
features the death of Spider-Man Noir and Spider UK. Spider-Force
#1 is the 1st appearance of Spider-Kid and Astro-Spider. Comics
appear in overall in the NM condition range.

Spider-Geddon/Spider-Gwen/Tie-Ins/Variants193

Lot includes Battle at Sarlacc's Pit (complete) and Yoda the Jedi
Master Game (missing only one Yoda card). Games and boxes
appear to be in overall good shape with some varied wear as
pictured.

Star Wars Vintage Board Game Lot194

Signed by Erica Henderson. Erica Henderson cover. CGC
Signature Series graded comic.

Unbeatable Squirrel Girl #16 CGC SS 9.8 Henderson195

A Limited Edition Fine Art Statue Carnage as produced by the
Kotobukiya Collection. Statue comes in original box and is marked
as #1256 of 3300 made. Box was opened for inspection and
carefully repacked. Box is in great condition with minor signs of
storage wear. Please see photos for conditions and details.

Carnage - Marvel Kotobukiya Collection Statue196

Lot includes a sealed Death Star Assault Game from Parker
Brothers and a gently used Star Wars Monopoly (Limited
Collector's Edition). The Monopoly game appears complete.

Star Wars Board Game Lot Monopoly + Death Star197

A long box full of Death of Superman era comics. Includes 39
copies of the Black Bag Death Issue (#75). All are sealed. This
also includes multiple copies of the die-cut Reign of the Supermen

Death of Superman + Related Long Box197a

LOT #
issues, All 8 parts of Funeral For A Friend, the Legacy of
Superman Special and the Wizard Tribute issue (sealed). Comics
appear to be in overall NM condition. Some varied wear to the
black polybags as pictured.

FOC Virgin Edition variant cover by Derrick Chew. CGC graded
comic.

Vampirella/Red Sonja #1 CGC 9.8 Virgin Variant198

17 comics. Ghost-Spider #1-10 with Annual #1 and 6 variant
covers. Includes a variant second printing cover art by Bengal that
was only available in Wal-Mart multi-packs.  Comics appear in
overall in the NM condition range.

Ghost-Spider #1-10 + Annual + Variants Full Run199

Complete set of (3) Trilogy Hamilton Collection plates with Brass
plate hanger. All are in new condition with boxes and certificates of
authenticity.

Star Wars Trilogy Collector Plates Set w/Hanger200

Erica Henderson variant cover. CGC graded comic.
Unbeatable Squirrel Girl #36 CGC 9.8 Henderson201

Two vintage 1994 painted polyresin G.I. Joe statue #50870
produced by Hasbro and sculpted by Randy Bowen. Items are
limited edition and are marked #79/400 and #181/400. Measures
roughly 13" tall. Statues come with white packaging. Overall great
condition with minor wear. See pictures for further condition details.

GI Joe 1994 Resin Statue Bowen Hasbro Lot of (2)201a

A The Hobbit: An Unexpected Journey Gandalf the Grey statue as
produced by WETA Collectibles. Statue comes in original mailer
box and is marked #261 of 1000 made. Box appears to be sealed
and has remained unopened. Mailer box is in overall nice condition,
however the box has portions of storage and shipping wear. As this
item is sealed, pre-production prototype photos from Weta
Workshop's website are included, so bear in mind that visual
discrepancies may apply. Please see photos for conditions and
details

LOTR The Hobbit Gandalf the Grey Statue WETA202

A Legendary Scale Venom Bust statue as produced by Sideshow
Collectibles. Statue comes in original box and is marked as #163 of
500 made. Box was opened for inspection and carefully repacked;
however it appears that the paint on the inner portions of Venom's
mouth have begun to chip and flake. Box is in great condition with
minor signs of storage wear and comes in the original mailer.
Please see photos for conditions and details.

Venom - Marvel Sideshow Collectibles Bust Statue203

Stanley Artgerm Lau virgin variant cover. Unknown Comics Edition.
CGC graded comic.

Spider-Gwen: Ghost Spider#1 CGC 9.8 Virgin Variant204

We are always buying and looking for high quality consignments! Call 313-533-3130 with your collection.
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LOT #

22 comics. Includes some gorgeous Artgerm covers! Comics
appear in overall in the NM condition range.

Catwoman #1-21 + Annual #1 (2018)205

An assortment of modern Pokemon TCG related items, containing:
7lbs+ of holographic and reverse-holo Pokemon, Trainer, and
Energy cards, Pokemon Online code cards, various tins and card
holders, battle damage tokens, and other Pokemon related
accessories. Conditions vary. You get all pictured. See pictures for
further condition details.

Modern Pokemon TCG Card & Accessory Variety Lot206

A 2009 Retro Green Edition Hulk statue as produced by Bowen
Designs and sculpted by artists Randy Bowen and Troy McDevitt.
Statue comes in original box and is marked as #235 of 1400 made.
Box was opened for inspection and carefully repacked. Box is in
good condition, however the side panel glue has lost adhesion and
box is loose. Please see photos for conditions and details

Hulk - Marvel Retro Green Edition Bowen Statue207

A Lord of the Rings The Hobbit - Unexpected Journey Yazneg
statue as produced by WETA Workshop. Statue comes in original
mailer box and is Limited Edition #0454 of 1000. Box appears to be
sealed and has remained unopened. Mailer box is in overall nice
condition, however the box has portions of storage and shipping
wear. As this item is sealed, pre-production prototype photos from
Weta Workshop's website are included, so bear in mind that visual
discrepancies may apply. Please see photos for conditions and
details

LOTR The Hobbit Unexpected Journey Yazneg Statue W208

83 comics. Includes the full run of #0-67, Annuals #1-2 and a
variety of variant covers. Includes a few dupes. Comics appear in
overall in the NM condition range.

Supergirl #0-67 + Annuals Full Run + Variants209

Mahmud Asrar cover. CGC graded comic.
Supergirl #1 CGC 9.8 New 52/Asrar Cover210

Complete set of (3) Trilogy Hamilton Collection plates with Brass
plate hanger. All are in new condition with boxes and certificates of
authenticity.

Star Wars Trilogy Collector Plates Set w/Hanger211

A 2009 Retro Green Edition Hulk statue as produced by Bowen
Designs and sculpted by artists Randy Bowen and Troy McDevitt.
Statue comes in original box and is marked as #148 of 800 made.
Box was opened for inspection and carefully repacked. Box is in
good condition, however the sides are taped as the side panels
have lost their glue adhesion. Please see photos for conditions and
details

Hulk - Marvel Retro Grey Edition Bowen Statue212

LOT #

Stanley Artgerm Lau signed Gold DC Boutique Edition variant foil
cover. CGC Signature Series graded comic.

Catwoman #11 CGC SS 9.8 DC Boutique Artgerm Signed213

A Lord of the Rings Royal Guard of Rohan 1:6 scale statue as
produced by WETA Workshop. Statue is marked #193 of 375
made. Box was opened for inspection and carefully repacked. Box
is in overall good condition and comes in original mailer box.
Please see photos for conditions and details.

LOTR Royal Guard of Rohan 1:6 Statue WETA Workshop214

88 comics. Includes the full run of #1-83 (A covers) as well as
Annuals #1,2, the Rebirth Wonder Woman one-shot and 2 promo
comics from Free Comic Book Day and Wonder Woman Day.
Please note that after #83, the series was renumbered to #750.
Comics appear in overall in the NM condition range.

Wonder Woman #1-83 + Annuals/Rebirth A Covers215

Ghost-Spider (Spider-Gwen #51) Carlos Gomez variant cover.
CGC graded comic.

Ghost-Spider #1 CGC 9.8 Gomez Variant216

Lot of (7) collector plates with (2) brass plate hangers. Each comes
with a CoA and original styrofoam packaging.

Star Wars Space Vehicles Collector Plates + Hanger217

A Morgul Lord statue as produced by Sideshow-Weta Collectibles.
Statue comes in original box and is marked as #3611 of 9500
made. Box was opened for inspection and carefully repacked. Box
is in great condition with signs of storage wear minor signs of
storage wear. Please see photos for conditions and details.

Morgul Lord - Lord Of The Rings Sideshow Statue218

Mahmud Asrar cover. CGC graded comic.
Supergirl #0 CGC 9.8 New 52/Asrar Cover219

A Lord of the Rings The Hobbit: Galadriel at Dol Guldur statue as
produced by WETA Workshop. Statue is marked #499 of 750
made. Box was opened for inspection and carefully repacked. Box
is in overall good condition and comes in original mailer box.
Please see photos for conditions and details.

LOTR Hobbit: Galadriel at Dol Guldur Statue WETA220

#1 is the 1st appearance of Bee. This lot also features 2 additional
variant cover for #1 (Leinil Francis Yu and the Lopez Animal cover).
Comics appear in overall in the NM condition range.

Captain Marvel #1-15 (2014) Full Run + Variants220a

84 comics. Includes the full run of #1-83 (B covers) as well as the
Rebirth Wonder Woman one-shot. Please note that after #83, the
series was renumbered to #750. Comics appear in overall in the
NM condition range.

Wonder Woman #1-83/Rebirth B Covers221

We are always buying and looking for high quality consignments! Call 313-533-3130 with your collection.
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LOT #

Comic Mint Edition B variant cover featuring Harley Quinn by
Shannon Maer. CGC graded comic.

Dceased #1 CGC 9.8 Maer Harley Quinn Variant222

Lot includes Death Star/Millennium Falcon Chromart, bumper
sticker, almost 250 Star Wars Galaxy trading cards, original Trilogy
edition audio editions and soundtracks on CD, a sheet of postage
stamps, a coffee mug, an unused XL T-Shirt from Keehn Scenes,
11 lenticular Frito Lays insert cards, a calendar, a kite, collector's
edition poster, as well as various books, guides and magazines
that have Star Wars content. Overall this lot appears to be in nice
shape with a few pieces have some varied wear as pictured.

Star Wars Collectibles Box Lot223

A Legendary Scale The Witch King Bust statue as produced by
Sideshow Collectibles. Statue comes in original box and is marked
as #247 of 600 made. Box was opened for inspection and carefully
repacked. Box is in great condition with minor signs of storage
wear. Please see photos for conditions and details.

Witch King -Lord Of The Rings Sideshow Bust Statue224

Wizard World Comicon Box exclusive variant by Jonboy Meyers.
Reprints Supergirl #1 (2011) Superman #233 homage cover. CGC
graded comic.

Supergirl #1 CGC 9.8 WW ComiCon Box Variant225

A Premium Format Catwoman statue as produced by Sideshow
Collectibles. Statue comes in original box and is marked as #0355
of 2000 made. Box was opened for inspection and carefully
repacked. Box is in overall excellent condition and comes in
original mailer box. Please see photos for conditions and details.

Catwoman -Prem. Format Sideshow Collectible Statue226

9 comics. Includes the run of #1-4 standard covers and 5 retailer
incentive variant covers. Covers by Artgerm, Peach Momoko and
Jung-Geun Yoon. Comics appear in overall in the NM condition
range.

Horizon Zero Dawn #1-4 + Variants (Titan Comics)227

Lot includes an Empire Strikes Back vinyl case that comes with the
picture inserts and unused decal sheet, a Darth Vader Head snap
carrying case and 2 of the Return of the Jedi Collection
merchandise mini catalogs. The vinyl case is in nice shape with
light shelf wear. The plastic case has moderate scuffing, but the
snaps are all intact.

Star Wars Vintage Figure Carrying Cases + Catalogs228

A Legendary Scale Red Skull Bust statue as produced by
Sideshow Collectibles. Statue comes in original box and is marked
as #117 of 500 made. Box was opened for inspection and carefully
repacked. Box is in great condition with minor signs of storage
wear. Please see photos for conditions and details.

Red Skull - Marvel Sideshow Collectibles Statue229

LOT #

A Lord of the Rings The Hobbit Iron Hill Dwarf 1/6 scale statue as
produced by WETA Workshop. Statue is marked #234 of 750
made. Box was opened for inspection and carefully repacked. Box
is in overall good condition and comes in original mailer box.
Please see photos for conditions and details.

LOTR Hobbit - Iron Hill Dwarf 1/6 Statue WETA230

Horn variant cover D. CGC graded comic.
Spider-Verse #1 CGC 9.8 Greg Horn Virgin Variant231

A collection of six NIKE Classic commemorative shoe statues as
produced by Bowen. Shoe statues include Air Jordan 1 (White/Red/
Black) (x2), Air Jordan 1 (Black/Blue) (x2), and Air Jordan 1
(Black/Red) (x2). Statues are in excellent condition as they are
factory sealed. Boxes are in excellent condition as well and show
minor to no storage wear. Please see photos for conditions and
details.

NIKE Classics - Bowen Commemorative Statue Lot (6)231a

4 comics. J. Scott Campbell exclusives. Variant covers B, D, F and
G. Mary Jane, Gwen Stacy and Black Cat. All were Comics appear
in overall in the NM condition range.

Spider-Man #14 J. Scott Campbell Variant Lot 1232

Lot includes vintage novels, kids books, magazines, collector
edition publications, story books and more. Overall this lot looks to
be in good condition with some varied wear as pictured.

Star Wars Vintage Books/Magazines and More Lot233

A vintage 1994 Golden polyresin G.I. Joe statue #50871 produced
by Hasbro and sculpted by Randy Bowen. Item is limited edition
and is marked #43 of 100. Measures roughly 13" tall. Statue comes
with white packaging. See pictures for further condition details.

GI Joe 1994 Gold Resin Statue Bowen Hasbro234

A 1:4 Scale Bruce Lee statue as produced by Sideshow
Collectibles. Statue comes in original box and is marked as #163 of
100 made. Box was opened for inspection and carefully repacked.
Box is in good visual condition, however it appears the paneling's
glue has lost its adhesion and the box is now separated. Please
see photos for conditions and details.

Bruce Lee - Premium Sideshow Collectibles Statue235

5 comics. J. Scott Campbell exclusives and a San Diego Comic
Con exclusive. Variant covers H,I,J,K, and L. Mary Jane and Gwen
Stacy. All were Comics appear in overall in the NM condition
range.

Spider-Man #14 J. Scott Campbell Variant Lot 2236

Stanley Artgerm Lau signed Convention Edition variant silver foil
cover. CGC Signature Series graded comic.

Catwoman #15 CGC SS 9.8 Convention Artgerm Signed237

We are always buying and looking for high quality consignments! Call 313-533-3130 with your collection.
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LOT #

28 comics. Includes Dark Lords of the Sith #1-6 with the Ashcan,
the Golden Age of the Sith #0-5, Tales of the Jedi #1-5. The
Freedon Nadd Uprising #1-2 and The Sith War #1-5 with extra
copies of #1 and 2. These comics feature quite a few character first
appearances including Mandalore the Indomitable and Mandalore
the Ultimate.

Star Wars Dark Horse Comic Book Lot238

A 2012 Fantastic Four painted statue set as produced by Bowen
Designs and sculpted by Mike Cusanelli. Statues comes in original
box and are marked as #262 of 265 made. Box was opened for
inspection and carefully repacked. Box is in overall excellent
condition and comes in original mailer box. Please see photos for
conditions and details.

Fantastic Four - Marvel Bowen Painted Statues239

Brian Ching cover. CGC graded comic.
Supergirl #1 CGC 9.8 Rebirth Ching Cover240

25 comics. This lot features variant covers, a set of Mera Queen of
Atlantis #1-6, Supergirl #1-4 set from 1994, some semi-key issues
and overall some very cool covers from a variety of modern DC
comics! You get all pictured. Comics appear in overall in the NM
condition range.

DC Comics Variants and More Comic Lot240a

A Lord of the Rings The Hobbit War Troll Premium statue as
produced by WETA Workshop. Statue is marked #093 of 750
made. Box was opened for inspection and carefully repacked. Box
is in overall good condition and comes in original mailer box.
Please see photos for conditions and details.

LOTR Hobbit - War Troll Premium Statue WETA241

R. Crumb's Little Big Ass "Keep on Truckin" mini-statue as
produced by Bowen Designs and sculpted by Randy Bowen.
Statue comes in original box and is marked as #0008 of 2000
made. Statue appears in excellent condition with minor to no signs
of display wear. Please see photos for conditions and details.

Keep on Truckin - Little Big Ass Crumb Mini Statue241a

6 comics. J. Scott Campbell and Adam Hughes exclusive covers.
Includes Campbell B, Campbell B Virgin, Campbell F Virgin, Adam
Hughes A, Adam Hughes B and D covers as well. Comics appear
in overall in the NM condition range.

Amazing Spider-Man #800 Hughes/Campbell Variants242

JScottCampbell.com Edition D variant. Legacy # is Amazing
Spider-Man #815. CGC graded comic.

Amazing Spider-Man #14 CGC 9.8 Campbell Variant243

Lot includes Storm Trooper target game as well as electronic large
scale C-3PO with R2-D2 and Darth Vader electronic banks. Both
electronic banks are in working condition. The Darth Vader bank
and Stormtrooper target game come in the original packages. The

Star Wars Electronic Bank + Target Game Lot244

LOT #
Darth Vader bank package have been opened, but the contents
appear to be in nice shape with little wear. The C-3PO with R2-D2
bank does not come with the original package, but it appears to be
in nice shape with little wear.

A Lord of the Rings The Witch-King and Frodo at Weathertop
statue as produced by WETA Workshop. Statue is marked #133 of
700 made. Box was opened for inspection and carefully repacked.
Box is in overall good condition and comes in original mailer box.
Please see photos for conditions and details.

LOTR Witch-King & Frodo at Weathertop Statue WETA245

Comic Mint exclusive edition Virgin variant cover by Shannon
Maer. CGC graded comic.

Web of Black Widow #1 CGC 9.6 Virgin Variant246

A Legendary Scale Legolas Bust statue as produced by Sideshow
Collectibles. Statue comes in original box and is marked as #235 of
500 made. Box was opened for inspection and carefully repacked.
Box is in good condition with signs of storage wear including edge
wear on the top flap and blunted corners. Please see photos for
conditions and details.

Legolas  - Lord Of The Rings Sideshow Bust Statue247

55 comics. Includes #0-51 with Annual #1 as well as #23.1 and
23.2. This series was 52 issues. This lot features all but issue #52.
Comics appear in overall in the NM condition range.

Wonder Woman New 52 Near Run248

JScottCampbell.com Edition F variant. Legacy # is Amazing
Spider-Man #815. CGC graded comic.

Amazing Spider-Man #14 CGC 9.8 Campbell Variant249

Three holographic Pokemon cards from the Base Set and Fossil
series. Includes Aerodactyl #1/62 and two Japanese holo Pokemon
cards from the 1999 Base Set series, featuring Porygon No. 137
and Ninetails No. 038. All cards are in overall great condition, but
each individual card has varying levels of light wear, such as
surface scratching, curving, creasing, and edge whitening. The
Aerodactyl card exhibits the highest amount of visible wear. See
pictures for further condition details.

Pokemon TCG Base Set & Fossil Set Cards Lot of (3)250

A Lord of The Rings Fellowship of The Ring "Escape Off The
Road" wall plaque as produced by Sideshow Weta Collectibles.
Plaque comes in original box and is marked as #570 of 1000
made. Wall plaque is in good condition with some peeling to the
bottom liner and general display wear. Box is in good condition with
signs of storage including edgewear, scuffing and blunting. Please
see photos for conditions and details.

Escape Off The Road - LOTR Sideshow Wall Plaque251

A The Hobbit Elrond 1:6 scale statue as produced by WETA
Workshop. Statue is marked #0756 of 1500 made. Box was
opened for inspection and carefully repacked. Box is in overall

LOTR The Hobbit Elrond 1:6 Statue WETA Workshop252

We are always buying and looking for high quality consignments! Call 313-533-3130 with your collection.
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LOT #
good condition and comes in original mailer box. Please see
photos for conditions and details.

#1 is the 2nd appearance of Carol Danvers as Captain Marvel. #14
is the 1st cameo appearance of Kamala Khan, whom later
becomes Ms. Marvel. Comics appear in overall in the NM condition
range.

Captain Marvel #1-17 (2012) w/Keys! Kamala Khan253

Lot includes a Yoda hand puppet, remote control R2-D2, mini
posters, unused coloring and puzzle books, Burger King trading
cards, folios, notebooks, plastic drinkware, Darth Vader cake tin,
book and cassette and book and record sets (includes a Hobbit set)
, a die-cast miniature Millennium Falcon, vinyl bag with tag,
postcards, press photo, placemats, a card game and more. Please
note that a couple of the book and record sets are missing the
records. The overall condition is in nice shape. A few of the books
and the card game show heavier wear as pictured. The R2-D2
lights up, makes sounds, but only seems to move in circles and
does not come with a battery compartment cover, so it may need
some maintenance or repair.

Star Wars Vintage Toy/Collectibles Box Lot254

A Lord of the Rings Galadriel, Dark Queen 1/6 scale statue as
produced by WETA Workshop. Statue is marked #212 of 600
made. Box was opened for inspection and carefully repacked. Box
is in overall good condition and comes in original mailer box.
Please see photos for conditions and details.

LOTR Galadriel Dark Queen 1/6 Statue WETA Workshop255

A 2007 Faux Bronze Edition Hulk statue as produced by Bowen
Designs and sculpted by artist Randy Bowen. Statue comes in
original box and is marked as #103 of 350 made. Box was opened
for inspection and carefully repacked. Box is in great condition.
Please see photos for conditions and details

Hulk - Bronze Finished Marvel Bowen Statue256

Lot includes World of Star Wars (1981), the Star Wars Empire
Strikes Back Official Collector's Edition Magazine (1980), and
Return of the Jedi Compendiums #1-2 (1983 w/fold out posters).
Magazines appears in overall VF+/NM condition.

Star Wars Vintage Collector Magazine Lot256a

Includes the #1 Skottie Young variant, the 3rd printing variant by
Javier Rodriguez, the #3 Howard the Duck Kiss variant by Sergio
Aragones and the NYC Variant Cover by Mark Brooks. Comics
appear in overall in the NM condition range.

Spider-Gwen #1-4 (1st Series) Variant Covers257

Bengal variant cover. CGC graded comic.
Supergirl #1 CGC 9.8 Rebirth Bengal Variant Cover258

Lot includes action figures, figure dioramas, walkie talkies and a
Wonder World water diorama set. The POTF Death Star Escape
and Detention Block Rescue figural diorama sets are new in sealed

Star Wars Toys/Figures/Collectibles Lot259

LOT #
boxes. The Wonder World diorama set was opened, but the
contents are complete and in new condition. One set of the walkie
talkies are still sealed, the other set has been tested and is in
working condition. The action figure were opened, but placed back
into the bubbles on the original cards. The Pez dispensers are a
mix of new in package and loose as pictured.

A Lord of the Rings Cave Troll in Moria 1/6 scale statue as
produced by WETA Workshop. Statue is marked #127 of 500
made. Box was opened for inspection and carefully repacked. Box
is in overall good condition and comes in original mailer box.
Please see photos for conditions and details.

LOTR Cave Troll in Moria 1/6 Statue WETA Workshop260

Comic Mint exclusive edition B Virgin variant cover by Shannon
Maer. CGC graded comic.

Spider-Man #1 CGC 9.8 Maer Virgin Variant Cover261

Two vintage 1994 painted polyresin G.I. Joe statue #50870
produced by Hasbro and sculpted by Randy Bowen. Items are
limited edition and are marked #170/400 and #326/400. Measures
roughly 13" tall. Statues come with white packaging. Overall great
condition with minor wear. See pictures for further condition details.

GI Joe 1994 Resin Statue Bowen Hasbro Lot of (2)261a

A Legendary Scale Boromir Bust statue as produced by Sideshow
Collectibles. Statue comes in original box and is marked as #142 of
350 made. Box was opened for inspection and carefully repacked.
Box is in good condition with signs of storage wear including lightly
impacted corners. Please see photos for conditions and details.

Boromir  - Lord Of The Rings Sideshow Bust Statue262

11 comics. All 1st prints. 2 sets of #1-5 + the #0 issue. #1 is the
premiere issue of the first Spider-Gwen titled series. #0 is a reprint
of Edge of Spider-Verse #2, the first appearance of Spider-Gwen.
Comics appear in overall in the NM condition range with the
exception of issue #0. That issue appears in the VF to NM range.

Spider-Gwen #1-5 (x2) + #0/Full 1st Run263

J. Scott Campbell signed! JScottCampbell.com Edition D virgin
variant cover featuring Storm. CGC Signature Series graded comic.

Uncanny X-Men #12 CGC SS 9.8 Campbell Signed/D264

From the Shadows of the Empire and Power of the Force toy lines.
The packages have been opened, but the vehicles appear to be in
excellent condition and complete.

Star Wars Slave I + Imperial AT-ST265

A Lord of the Rings The Hobbit - Mirkwood Elf Warrior 1/6 scale
statue as produced by WETA Workshop. Statue is marked #259 of
750 made. Box was opened for inspection and carefully repacked.
Box is in overall good condition and comes in original mailer box.
Please see photos for conditions and details.

LOTR Hobbit - Mirkwood Elf Warrior 1/6 Statue WETA266

We are always buying and looking for high quality consignments! Call 313-533-3130 with your collection.
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Back to the Past Collectibles

LOT #

A 2011 Giant-Man statue as produced by Bowen Designs and
sculpted by artist Jason Smith. Statue comes in original box and is
marked as #240 of 600 made. Box was opened for inspection and
carefully repacked. Box is in good condition with signs of storage
wear including a 5" dent/tear on the front face of the box Please
see photos for conditions and details.

Giant Man - Marvel Bowen Designs Painted Statue267

36 comics. Includes the second series of Spider-Gwen #1-34 with
the #0 issue and the #1 Annual. This series features the
Spider-Boy and Spider-Girl as well as Gwenom. Comics appear in
overall in the NM condition range.

Spider-Gwen #1-34 + #0 + Annual #1 /1st Gwenom268

Power of the Force Heavy Blaster and Blaster Rifle have opened
packages and will need new batteries to restore electronic sound
effects. The Water Blaster is new in sealed package.

Star Wars POTF Water/Heavy/Rifle Blaster Lot269

Comic Mint exclusive edition C Virgin variant cover by Shannon
Maer. CGC graded comic.

Spider-Man #1 CGC 9.8 Maer Virgin Variant Cover270

A Lord of the Rings Minas Morgul statue as produced by WETA
Workshop. Statue comes in original mailer box and is Limited
Edition #408 of 762. Box appears to be sealed and has remained
unopened. Mailer box is in overall nice condition, however the box
has portions of storage and shipping wear. As this item is sealed,
pre-production prototype photos from Weta Workshop's website are
included, so bear in mind that visual discrepancies may apply.
Please see photos for conditions and details

LOTR Minas Morgul Statue WETA Workshop271

Two vintage 1994 painted polyresin G.I. Joe statue #50870
produced by Hasbro and sculpted by Randy Bowen. Items are
limited edition and are marked #183/400 and #101/400. Measures
roughly 13" tall. Statues come with white packaging. Overall great
condition with minor wear. See pictures for further condition details.

GI Joe 1994 Resin Statue Bowen Hasbro Lot of (2)271a

A 2007 Venom VS Amazing Spider-Man painted statue as
produced by Bowen Designs and sculpted by the Kucharek
Brothers. Statue comes new in box and is marked as #661 of 675
made. Box was opened for inspection and carefully repacked. Box
is in great condition and comes in original mailer. Please see
photos for conditions and details.

Venom vs Spider-Man - Marvel Bowen Statue272

60 comics. Includes variant covers from the first 2 Squirrel Girl
series as well as her 2nd appearance (GLA Misassembled #1) and
other comic cover appearances. Highlights for this lot include
Comics appear in overall in the NM condition range.

Unbeatable Squirrel Girl Variant Covers + More273

LOT #

Shadows of the Empire spaceship. New in sealed package. 1996,
Kenner.

Star Wars SOTE Dash Rendar's Outrider274

A Legendary Scale Green Goblin Bust statue as produced by
Sideshow Collectibles. Statue comes in original box and is marked
as #196 of 400 made. Box was opened for inspection and carefully
repacked. Box is in overall great condition and comes in original
mailer box. Please see photos for conditions and details.

Green Goblin - Marvel Sideshow Collectibles Statue275

J. Scott Campbell signed! JScottCampbell.com Edition C virgin
variant cover featuring Rogue. CGC Signature Series graded
comic.

Uncanny X-Men #12 CGC SS 9.8 Campbell Signed/C276

A limited edition Onslaught statue as produced by IceBreaker
Designs. Statue comes in original box and is marked as #73 of 100
made. Statue appears in excellent condition with minor to no signs
of display wear. Statue comes in original mailer box. Please see
photos for conditions and details.

Onslaught - Marvel IceBreaker Design Statue277

9 variant covers for the #1 issue! Skottie Young, the retailer
Incentive Cosplay Variant Cover, the John Tyler Christopher Action
Figure variant, the Francesco Francavilla retailer incentive cover,
the Dynamic Forces Exclusive cover by Greg Land, the Hip Hop
Variant Cover by Humberto Ramos the Phantom and Phantom
sketch Variant Covers by Siya Oum and the Hastings Exclusive
Variant Cover. Comics appear in overall in the NM condition range.

Spider-Gwen #1 Variant Cover Lot of (9)278

Shannon Maer Comic Mint Edition Virgin Variant B. CGC graded
comic.

Harley Quinn and Poison Ivy #1 CGC 9.8 Variant B279

Lot includes a complete Imperial Attack Base, Turret and Probot as
well as (2) Hoth Wampas and a Tauntaun with original box. The
playsets are complete. The creatures have moderate play wear
including broken reigns on the Tauntaun. Box wear as pictured.

Star Wars Vintage Playset/Figure Lot280

11 comics. Includes the full run of the 1972 series as well as the
premiere issue of the 1982 series. #1 from the 1972 series appears
F+/VF, the rest of the run appears in the VG to VF range. #1 from
182 appears Fine+/VF.

Supergirl #1-10 (1972) + #1 (1982)280a

A Legendary Scale Colossus Bust statue as produced by Sideshow
Collectibles. Statue comes in original box and is marked as #162 of
175 made. Box was opened for inspection and carefully repacked.
Box is in overall good condition and comes in original mailer box.
Please see photos for conditions and details.

Colossus -Marvel Sideshow Collectibles Bust Statue281

We are always buying and looking for high quality consignments! Call 313-533-3130 with your collection.
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Back to the Past Collectibles

LOT #

A The Hobbit: Witchking 1:6 scale statue as produced by WETA
Workshop. Statue is marked #106 of 750 made. Box was opened
for inspection and carefully repacked. Box is in overall good
condition and comes in original mailer box. Please see photos for
conditions and details.

LOTR The Hobbit Witchking 1/6 Statue WETA Workshop282

19 variant covers in the #2-32 range with Annual #1 from the 2nd
Spider-Gwen series. Highlights include the #2 variant cover art by
Cliff Chiang, the #6 Women of Power variant by Emanuela
Luppacchino and the #8 variant cover art by Robbi Rodriguez.
Comics appear in overall in the NM condition range.

Spider-Gwen Group of (19) Variant Covers #2-32283

Various accessories to accompany the Pokemon TCG. Includes
card tins, card sleeves, dividers, tokens, and more! Six Pokemon
cards including five holographic and one Black Star Promo Ash's
Pikachu from various sets. Features Pikachu, Flareon, Infernape,
and Garchomp. All cards are in overall excellent condition, but
each individual card has varying levels of  light wear, such as
surface scratching, curving, light edge whitening. Conditions on the
accessories vary. You get all pictured.

Pokemon TCG Card Sleeves/Tin/Accessory Lot284

Shannon Maer Comic Mint Edition Virgin Variant D. CGC graded
comic.

Harley Quinn and Poison Ivy #1 CGC 9.8 Variant D285

An Exclusive Format Jyn Erso statue as produced by Sideshow
Collectibles. Statue comes in original box and is marked as #283 of
500 made. Box was opened for inspection and carefully repacked.
Box is in overall great condition and comes in original mailer box.
Please see photos for conditions and details.

Jyn Erso - Star Wars Sideshow Collectibles Statue286

Two vintage 1994 painted polyresin G.I. Joe statue #50870
produced by Hasbro and sculpted by Randy Bowen. Items are
limited edition and are marked #317/400 and #182/400. Measures
roughly 13" tall. Statues come with white packaging. Overall great
condition with minor wear. See pictures for further condition details.

GI Joe 1994 Resin Statue Bowen Hasbro Lot of (2)287

Shannon Maer Comic Mint Edition Variant A. CGC graded comic.
Harley Quinn's Villain of the Year #1 CGC 9.8288

83 comics. Includes all 80 issues plus the #1,000,000 issue and
Annuals #1 and 2. #1 is the premiere issue of Linda Danvers as
Supergirl.. Comics appear in overall in the NM condition range.

Supergirl #1-80 + #1,000,000 + Annuals/Full Run289

Lot includes the Star Wars Star Warriors game (#40201), the 1987
Role Playing Game book (first print), the 1987 Sourcebook (1st
print) and the 2nd edition book published in 1992 (1st print). The
games appears to be complete with tiles rule book, dice and more.

Star Wars RPG Book Lot/West End Games290

LOT #
Overall the books appear to be in good shape with some varied
cover wear as pictured.

27 comics. Includes the full run of the 2015 series (#1-7) and the
full 2016 series (#1-19). This lot includes an additional variant
cover for issue #7 from the 2016 series by J. Scott Campbell.
Comics appear in overall in the NM condition range.

Silk #1-7 (2015) + #1-19 (2016) Full Runs + More290a

A cold cast Bronze Spider-Man statue as produced by Sideshow
Collectibles. Statue comes in original box and is marked as #123 of
400 made. Box was opened for inspection and carefully repacked.
Box is in overall great condition and comes in original mailer box.
Please see photos for conditions and details.

SpiderMan -Bronze Cold Cast Marvel Sideshow Statue291

A commemorative NIKE MAG statue from Back to the Future II as
produced by Bowen. This shoe is a part of a collection of
commemorative NIKE Classics and comes new in box. Statue is in
excellent condition as it is factory sealed. Box is in excellent
condition as well and shows minor to no storage wear. Please see
photos for conditions and details.

Back To The Future II NIKE MAG - Bowen Collectible291a

A cold cast Bronze Wolverine statue as produced by Sideshow
Collectibles. Statue comes in original box and is marked as #6 of
400 made. Box was opened for inspection and carefully repacked.
Box is in overall good condition with some impacted corners and
comes in original mailer box. Please see photos for conditions and
details.

Wolverine -Bronze Cold Cast Marvel Sideshow Statue292

61 comics. Includes #1-44, #600-614 and an additional retailer
incentive cover for issue #33 by Bernard Chang. Comics appear in
overall in the NM condition range.

Wonder Woman #1-44 + #600-614 + Annual/Full Run293

1st appearance of Laura Kinney as Wolverine. David Marquez
Retailer Incentive variant. CBCS graded comic. Top layer of digital
sticker removed according to label.

All-New Wolverine #1 CBCS 9.6 Key Variant294

1980 27" x 41" folded NSS Gone With the Wind Style A movie
poster. Poster is in overall nice shape with some minor creasing
and scratches as pictured. No tack hole or taping are present.

Star Wars Empire Strikes Back 1980 Movie Poster295

A Lord of the Rings The Hobbit - Unexpected Journey Yazneg
statue as produced by WETA Workshop. Statue comes in original
mailer box and is Limited Edition #0967 of 1000. Box appears to be
sealed and has remained unopened. Mailer box is in overall nice
condition, however the box has portions of storage and shipping
wear. As this item is sealed, pre-production prototype photos from
Weta Workshop's website are included, so bear in mind that visual
discrepancies may apply. Please see photos for conditions and

LOTR Hobbit Unexpected Journey Yazneg Statue WETA296

We are always buying and looking for high quality consignments! Call 313-533-3130 with your collection.
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Back to the Past Collectibles

LOT #
details

5 magazines. Includes the Warren Official Magazine of the movie
Alien (2979), the Dune Official Poster Magazine Edition, Starlog 47
and 52 (Blade Runner and Superman II covers) as well as the
Starlog Scrapbook with 30 pinups of the greatest movies of the late
70s/early 80s. Magazines appear in overall Fine to VF+ condition.

Alien/Dune/Starlog Vintage Movie Magazine Lot296a

Signed by Stanley Artgerm Lau. KRS Comics Virgin Edition variant.
CGC Signature Series graded comic.

All-New Wolverine #19 CGC SS 9.8 Artgerm297

44 Dawn and Dawn related comics and trade paperbacks from
various series. Include 10 signed comics. Some of the signed
comics come with certificates of authenticity and some do not.
Back to the Past believes these autographs to be genuine. Comics
appear overall to be in the VF to NM range. Most appear NM.

Dawn + Related Comic Lot w/Linsner Signed297a

A Lord of the Rings Mouth of Sauron on Steed 1:6 scale statue as
produced by WETA Workshop. Statue is marked #189 of 750
made. Box was opened for inspection and carefully repacked. Box
is in overall good condition and comes in original mailer box.
Please see photos for conditions and details.

LOTR Mouth of Sauron on Steed Statue WETA Workshop298

30 comics. Includes Legend of Wonder Woman #1-9, Odyssey of
the Amazing #1-6 as well as a batch of specials, variants and more
from various Wonder Woman series. You get all pictured. Comics
appear in overall in the NM condition range.

Wonder Woman Comic Lot Sets/Variants/More299

J. Scott Campbell signed! JScottCampbell.com Edition B virgin
variant cover featuring Shanna. CGC Signature Series graded
comic.

Uncanny X-Men #12 CGC SS 9.8 Campbell Signed/B300

77/21-0 Style A rolled movie poster. Hairy Belt restrike/bootleg
version. Overall this poster appears to be in excellent condition with
a few spots of minor edge wear as pictured. Suitable for framing.

Star Wars A New Hope Movie Poster Style A301

A Lord of the Rings Gandalf and Frodo on Cart statue as produced
by WETA Workshop. Statue is marked #087 of 350 made. Boxes
were opened for inspection and carefully repacked. Interior
styrofroam is sealed. Box is torn as pictured. Note: Statue comes in
two sizeable boxes so shipping prices may reflect this. Please see
photos for conditions and details.

LOTR Gandalf and Frodo on Cart WETA Workshop301a

All 50 issues from the 1978 series. #1 is the debut of new costume
and origin of Spider-Woman, Jessica Drew. #5 is the 1st full
appearance of Morgan le Fay since the Golden Age. #6 and 32 are
crossover appearances by Werewolf by Night. #20 is the first

Spider-Woman #1-50 (1978) Full Run!302

LOT #
meeting of Spider-Man and Spider-Woman in the mainstream
Marvel Universe. #37 is the 1st appearance Siryn, daughter of
Sean Cassidy aka Banshee. Comics appear to be in the VG to VF
range overall. #1 appears VG-/VG, #5 appears VF/VF+, #6 is
VG+/Fine, #20 appears Fine/Fine+, #32 appears Fine/Fine+ and
#37 appears Fine.

We are always buying and looking for high quality consignments! Call 313-533-3130 with your collection.


